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High fares blamed for Amtrak woes
Hy Phil Milano
Staff Writer
Amtrak ridership on the new
"River Cities" route linking
Carbondale to St. Louis has not
been up to expectations since it
began operation on April 29, and
i:oss Capon, executive director
of the National Association of
Railr&ad Passengers, attributes
that to "outrageous" fares.
Capo.l
said
NAP.P
representatives hav'? told him
that "people come to a station,
discover the fare and ~'len turn
and walk away."
Fares on the River Cities
route, which ;ncludes a stop in
Centralia, are high because the
Amtrak marketing leadership is

conservative and "heavily
oriented toward high fares,"
Capon said.
But Debbie Marciniak.
spokeswoman for Amtrak, said
the low ridership was caused by
a lack of public aW~1reness of the
new line. She also said low attendance at the 1984 World's
Fair in New Orl.:ans was a
factor. World's Fair attendance
has been averaging 45,000 daily,
while earlier projections
estimated attenrlance would be
75,000 per day.
Capon also said a late March
announcement of the new line
meant a short lead time to
organize tour groups for the
fair.
A major reason for

establishing the River Cities
line was to provide transportation for 7.9 million people
from St. Louis and connections
farther west to the fair, which
began May H.
"We are expecting a profit

~~tm i~e !ID1i~~ltth~ofi~~l:a~

judgment based on the limited
amount of information we
have," she liaid. "It's much too
early to tell."
Projected annual revenues
from the line extension are
e~pected to be $3.8 million.

te~~~a~o~S~d~hea;~ ~:o
passengers per day to the
"Missouri Mule" route from
Kansas City, Mo .• to St. Louis.

Up-and out
Resort Air to add flights .••
By !\like l\Iajchrowitz
Staff Writer
Resort Air is adding to its flight schedule, filling
the void at the Southern Illinois Airpo:t left by the
bankrupt Air Illinois.
Ron Tucker, regional manager for Resort Air,
said his company will offer weekday arrivals and
dejXtrtures to and from Springfield as well as
expand its St. Louis-Carbondale service to include
12 additici1al weekend flights. The new flights \\ill
begin July 1.
Resort Air, based in Lake of the Ozarks, Mo.,
will 3150 start a small package delivery service
between the airports it SeIV(~.
George Kames, vice-chairman of the board oi
Uirectors of the Sout.'lern illinois Airport, said tlle
new flights should improve tlle airport's fIScal
outlook. "It makes tllings look a little better after
the demise of Air Illinois, " Karnes said.
"They're (Resort Air) coming close now, with
tl1is new schedule, to matching Air illinois' flight
schedule, but tlley're not quite there yet, 'I.nd wc
certainly hope tlley will be, 'he said.
Karnes said the loss of Air Dlinois crews,
maintenance operations and otller blsiness hurt
tlle airoort. He pointed out tr.at RlM;ort Air is
based in Missouri and doesn't provide the same
"mount of business for the airport tllat the Ca.bondale-based Air Illinois did.
Tucker said tllat his 14-mo'lth-old company

••• 8S

would seek to base more of its operation at the
airport in the near future. Currently one plane
and two crew members remain over night at the
airport. Begining July I, those figures will dout-le.
Tucker said in the future his company may be
able to completely replace Air Illinois service.
"I would say, down th{; road, when we're able to
add more aircraft a~ we go along. we would
probably be able to add tllat many flights," he
said.
Tucker said plans for Carbondale-tlTChicago
service are "on tlle drawing board" and could be
seen as early as September. He said his company
is planning a St. Louis-tITPaducah. Ky. route
which could later include a Carbondale stolHlver.
Resort Air is looking forward to tlle new
Paducah service and not ~~ out Carbondale,
Tucker said.
"They're (company officials) very excited and
elated about it. They feel it's going to be a good
city for us and tllat tllere will be a need for a
Carbondale to Paducah (flight)," he said.
The new Carbondale-tlTSpringIield flights will
depart Carbondale 6:45 a.m_ weekdays and arrivl'
in Springfield 7:30 a.m. The mgbt will return from
Springfield 7 p.m. and arrive m Carbondale at
7:45p.m.
Resort Air began service in Carbondale Dec. 26,
1983, 11 days after Air Illinois volutarily grounded
itself following the Oct. 11 crash of one of its
planes

!>ecause it would link it to the comparisons did not reake
"City of New Orleans" line, sense, and that he was "comwhich runs from Chicago to New paring apples to oranges."
'Orleans. However, only 40
additional passengers have See FARES. Page 2
used the line per day since it
began service.
A trip from Carbondale to
Kirkwood, Mo., <133 miles) on
the line costs 19.6 cents per mile,
or $26. Capon said. A com-

~~~~~t~~1 f~:res~~~~016~~

cents per mile, or $22. A trip
from St. Louis to New Orleans
(735 miles) on the line cc.sts 14.6
ce'1ts per mile, or $107, whil~ a
trip from Chicago to Jackson,
Miss., (742 miles) costs 14.2
cents per mil\~, or SlO5.
Marciniak said Capo,n's

Gus says the trains aren't ,ull
because the fares are more than
fair and the fair is I~'I.
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Air Dlinois case begins

By l\Iike l\Iajchrowitz
Staff Writer
Shari Rhode, sm Legal COUa'lSel, was chosen on
Wednesday to head the creditors committee at the
first hearing of Air illinois' bankruptcy petition.
Rhode was selected to head tlle five member
committee at the hearing at the U.S. Courlliouse
and Federal Building in Benton.
The purpose of llie first he<lring was-Ole election
of the head of t':le committee and discussion of the
functions, autllority and re:;ponsibilities of the
committee.
Air Illinois filed voluntarily for Chapter 11
bankruptcy May 16, exactly one month after it
ceased passanl;er service from the Soutllem
Illinois Airport. Officials said at tlle time that they
were appealing for bankruptcy'shelter because of
lawsuits filed by the companies creditors.
Air Illinois officials have estimated their losses
from the voluntary grounding could be as high as.
$4 million.

The attom.,y for Air Illinois in tlle bankruptcy
proceedings is Joel Kunin of East St. Louis.
Presiding over tlle hearing& is Judge James D.
Trabue.
Air Illinois' financial difficulties began with tlle
crash of a Hawker-Siddeley 748 aircraft near
Pinckneyville tllat claimed tlle lives of all 10
people on board.
Air Illinois officials voluntar Jy grounded tlle
airline while awaiting results of kderal investigations of its operations. Shortly aftu t!te
grounding, a Missouri based airline, Resort Air,
began ser;lce out of SO'Jtllern Illinois Airport.
Air illinois halted passenger service April 17.
Officials failed to sell the ailing air carrier to Air
Midwest, of Wichita, I{an., and later to international Basic Resources, of Dover, Del.
Neither Air Illinois President Roger Street nor
Vice Pl'esident Alice Mitchell could be reach for
comment on the hearing.

Solar repairs
Randy Henley, left, and Rodney Car..oll of Maxwell Service (;0. in
Cape Girardeau rel'iace a part on the solar energy system at the
Federal Building Thursday afternoon.

44ge limit boost would hurt, owners say

This
GJlforning

By Jim Ludeman
Staff Writer

Hot, o:bance of storms;

A proposal that wouid ban
people under 21 from Carbonda!'! bars has some of tlle
bar owners in Carbondale
concerne<i.
A spokeswoman for Gatsby's
who 'asked not to be named said
Gatsby's would experience a
drop in entertainment business
and revenues if the proposal
Essed. She said the city was
'not justified in bhming tlle

bigb 9O-95.lo\V 72

13801uki8
in L.A. for
swim tryouts
-Sports 20

bars tor underage drinking .. .it begin to drink somewhere other
happens eve.--ywhere."
tllan in a bar.
to
the
Gatsby's has had fe\\'
spokeswoman, enforcement at problems with policing, s~e
Gatsby's has been adequate. said. However, Gatsby s
The problem, slla said, is thi't ranked third in Carbondale in
on busy nights bartenders often the number of underage
as!ume tllat xi.ost patrons who drinking arrests dm-ing tlle last
ap;>ear to be 21 are of legal four years.
drinking age, and limit their ID
.Mickey Howe, owner of
checks to tllose who look un- 'Airwaves, blames bars on South
Illir.ois Avenue for the proposal.
derage.
"Why penalize ollier bars
She said she didn't think the
prorosa1 would stop underage . because of tlle Strip? They're
drinking, because people will llie ones with the maJOt:ity of the

'A~cording

vi.olations,:' Howe said. "While
Airwaves IS not perfect, we do
try."
Howe said ~t he feared he
would lose busmess because be
depend!' on ~eve:lUe ge!1erated
by the bar s entertamment.
Many underage people go to
'Airwaves to listen to the bands
and to ~nce, he said. .
,
Even l.f Ule proposal does~ t
.pass, HOWE: said Airwaves will
'be "just as strict as before."
See BAR. Page 2

Coal comp,:zny offers to repair beach
BENTON (AP) -- Old Ben
Coal Co. has offered to pay for
repairs to the Rend Lake North
Marcurr. B:-anch Recreation
Area, clamaged by what federal
officials believe was underground mining that caused
the land to sink.
Jim Chady, vice president of
Old Ben's illinois division, said
in a news release this week that
the firm volunteered to pay the
cost of replacing a bathhouse
and repairing the beach.
Chady said P.Jlgineer... from
Old Ben and the. Army Corps of
Engineers had discussed the

damage, caused t-y subsidence- sinking of tht' land - following
longwaU mining. Chady said

:U~~~:lsO~~~~il~Of~;

Wews GRoundup

a form of underground mining
in which a coal seam is removed
in one operation by cutting the
coal along one continuous face,
or wan, of the mine. These walls
are often several yards long.
City Attmney Gerald Owens is
preparing the proposal, which
also would apply to land one and
one-half miles surrounding the
town.

Defense fund bill clears Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) - A $291 billion spending plan for the
Pentagon -- 6.9 percent higher after inflation than its current
budget - c.leared the Senate before dawn Thursday and immediately headed toward a conference committee for compromising with House-passed legislation.
The Senate approved the bill 82~ after voting to urge
European allies to increase defense spending, but refusing to
threaten a withdrawal of U.S. troops from the continent if they
fail to do so.

company's offer.
The amount of money that
would be paid under the
proposal has not b4!en determined.
In another mining development, a new proposal would
require coal companies to have
"~is wa~ there would .lM! a
a special use permit before they pubhc heanng on the mmmg
could begin longwall milling before it begins," Owens said.
within the city of B~~ton:s "The areas Which w~uld" be
zoning area. Longwall mmmg IS . affected would have notice. -

State Senate OKs lottery tax
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The Illinois Senate on Thursday
approved a proposed 25 pe!"cent tax on lottery tickets to help
pay for public education, despite complaints that it would
reduce the take of the {,,)pular stal.e-sanctioned gambling.
Governor Thompson said later that the measure would be
"destructive" to the lottery and to the services it helps
finanCt:, al'd vowed to veto it if it reaches his desk.
Approved on a 43-14 roll call. the measure goes back to the
House for its agreement.

BAR: Owners say law would hurt
Cootinued from Pag.. 1
posed to the proposal on pnn.. It would s~rve them (the ciple than on the possible lost
Strip) ri~t to lose all that revenue to Pinch Penny Pub.
Kelly questioned the ability of
business, but it's gonna hurt me.
We've done a good job policing thepoliCt del?!lrtmenttoenforce
ourselves, and we're g:>nna the propusal if it becomes law.
pay," he said.
"A lot of people bring their
James Kelly, owner and kids to my pub. What are the
manager of Pinch Penny Pub, cops going to do, arrest a ninesaid the proposal would not have year old kid?"
Paulette Curkin, owner of
a great effect on his business.
However, Kelly said the Mainstreet East, said the
proposal was another hardship proposal wouldn't effect her
to enforce on bar management, busmess, because M3.ir.street
and this reflects a "repeated East catered to an older, gay
at~itude 011 the part of the crowd. She said ft.e proposal
(carbondale) liquor board. "
would present a problem for
Kelly said he w<!s more op-younger gays, because they

would no longer have anywhere
to go.
"You can't not allow underage people to socialize, and
everything in this town is
geared towards alcohol, so
where are people going to go?"
she said.
Channel One owner Dennis
Immen said the proposal would
create a big problem in Carbondale. Underage students
would then have nothing to do,
he said.
Immen suggested the City
consider o.t~er alternatives,
such as rals~n~ the fines for
un/Jerage drinkmg.

Plan could reduce health bills
SPRINGFIt;LD (AP) - A compromise plan aimed at
controlling growth in hospital bills by trying to stimulate
competition in the health-care industry was announced
Thurs;iay by Governor Thompson.
The agreement, to be incorporated in legislation pending in
the Illinois House, capped negotiation:; over the past year and
a half between lawmakers pressing for lower medical costs
and a resistant medical professiiiil.
Th~ bill originally would "'ave imposed strict limits on
hospital revenues, but that approach was cut out by the
Senate last month after ;.ntense lobbying by the nlinois
Hospital As!w.::"ilon.

FARES: Ridership less than hoped
Continued from Page 1
"You can't compare prices
for rail trips in different areas.
You need to look at other modes
of transportation and prices
offered in the same art'a to see
how they affect pricing," she
said.
Another factor is that people
,nay not want to travel to one
area as much as another one, so

prices vary acc('!'dingly,
M.arciniak said.
Marciniak said there was no
contingency plan if use levels
didn't rise to expectations, but
"something would be worked
out if the line didn't work."

in advertisi'!g this summer,
usually a ~k season 10&- travel
in which heavy advertising is
not needed.

The cost for capital improvements needed to establish
the line was $229,000, Marciniak
Amtrak is looking at ways to said. About 50 percent of that
improve rider numbers on the amount came from the federal
new line, including an increase goverIli-nent.

PICK'S LIQUOR

You're not going to

believe thlsl

./,;'t~
1~11)111l1l~~

J

\~,

Build Your Own Taco Hour
Friday 4-6pm
dollar margaritas
. live entertainment

BEER

Op..n
110m-20m

"En/oy So:Jfhern hospitalIty of Its best
at the Romodo Inn OasIs lounge"

or
Bud Light

12/12

Beat the heat!
All Drinks
~l price with
any purchase.
Every Thursday
Spm-MidnJlht

Pitcher
_ _Nlte
_ afS. ...Specials
LPIao
MDlLIV.R.
t11I.IIII_1s
(ltlodl from campus)
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$4.99
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6 pkg
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All the Ing'Mlentl at you, flnge,tlps

WINE

Budweiser;

bottles

4.39
Rum

Moosehead
bottles

$3.69

~

$9.99
1.75l

Jamieson Irish
Whiskey

$4.59

12/12con5

Paul Masson
Champagne

Captain Morgan

I

$3.99 , $4.79
75Om1

Old S~te·
6pkg

750ml

75Om1

$8.99

Wolfschmidt
Vodka

750ml
4L

ExtraDrv

$5.59

Vivante
Chablis

$3.99

Bandiera 1983
White Zinfandel

$3.79

750ml

Zdler Schwartz
Katz Kabinett

$3.89
$7.99 1---75O-,-m_'~-=-=--:o-,$=-=3=-=.3,....,,9,.....
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Milwaukee's
Best
6 pkg

can

$1.49

DJmwRYS
$2.79
No limit on

advertind il.....

CAITO
750ml

Scotch

$4.99

~,!~(j~$8.49

75Oml·

hqueur

549-4332
t.ewt.ParkM.la

Moo-Thun 9am·lam
Fri &. Sat 9am-2am
S;lln
lrm·lam
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GPSC wants chemical spraying poli(~y
By Dnid Liss
Starr Writer

THE GPSC, under former president
Ann Greeley, had submitted a memo to
the CNAC stating that the council "is
against any use of herbicides this spring
until more information can be provided
regarding who will complete the
spraying, who will supervise the
spraying and how will possible healthrelated complaints be dealt with."
The memo also recommended postponement of spraying until the fall
semester so that more information could
be gathered.
"The Campus Natural Areas Committee
chose not to respond to GPSC concerns
which they had solicited," said Chavez,
voicing one of the main concerns dealt
with in the resolution.
'One thing we pointed out," said
Gerald Coorts, a member of the former
committee, "was that the herbicide
could be applied only by licensed experts." Fxperts know the safety
measures required, he said.
ANOTHER CONCERN was the

The Graduate and Professional
Student Council on Wednesday passed a
resolution calling fol' a policy governing
the use of herbicides and insecticides on

th~&~d~i~~~~t we sbould come u
with some sort of resolution that a:f.
dressed the question of what is the
University's policy for applying these
types of chemicals and what will it be in
the future, and will it be a responsible
policy," said Tony Chavez, GPSC
executive board member.
The resolution calls for ~he policy to be
open for input from a!l campus constituency groups, and to be monitored
by the currently deactiv"ted Campus
Natural Areas Comml~.tee. The
resolution was created as a resl.lit of
concerns arising from the recent
spraying of Thompson Woods with the
herbicide Roundup.

weather conditions on June 8 and 9,
when the Roundup was applied, said
Stolar.
"I was out at Cedar Lake at the time
protecting my belongings because they
were blowing away," he said, referring
to high winds.
Stolar said they were also concerned
that no prior public notification was
given.
"We suggested the herbicide could be
used, but only at the appropriate time,"
said Coorts. The decision as to the appropriate time and the necessary
saf~guards was left to the expert in
charge of spraying, he said.
A meeting will be arranged betwrJen
Stolar and President Albert Somit to
further discuss the issue, said Stolar.
IN OTHER business, the council
discussed the planned Arena locker
room renovc:tions and decided that not
enough information was available for a
resolution to be passed. However, some
questions concerning the issue were

answered.
The phYSical plant estimate for the
locker room renovation is $100,000, said
Stolar. The Athletics Department will
pay $50,000, and University fallout
money from last year will cover thE'
other $50,000. The GPSC wanted to know
if the athletics money would come from
a recent fee increase.
Jean Paratore, assistant to the vice
president for student affairs, said the
$50,000 for athletics will come from

carry-over money. Carry-over money is
money that is left over from previous
years that is unbudgeted, she said.
T.le GP3C was also concerned about
Uni~ersity compliance with Title IX
regulations that would require that if a
locker room were renovated for men's
athletics, the old locker room would also
have to be renovated and given to
women's athletics.

Drowned InaD recovered froIn lake Thursday
By Mike Majchrowitz
Staff Writer

discovered the body Thursday
at 7:27 a.m. floating approximately where the man had
been last been seen alive. The
body was floating east 0: the
Pomona boat launch on the
lake's south side.
Jackson County Coroner
George Ragsdale was called in

The body of a Cedar Lake
drowning victim was recovered
early Thursday morning. The
man has been identified as
Davi-t L. Miller, 31, of Herrin.
Four Cedar Lake employees

at 8:30 a.m. and ordered the
body taken to St. Joseph
Hospital in Murphysboro, where
it was later identified as Miller.
Ragsdale said he will order a
corner's i'lquest within the next
two weeks.
Miller had bee" ""Ii"sing since
Mondayafterno Ii \ 'len he was

stopped by a Carbondale police
officer and a Cedar Lake patrol
officer for a routine safley
check.
Minutes later, the officers
found Miller's boat on U.S.
Forest Service shoreline, east of
the Pomona boat launch.
An extensive ground search

Monday only turned up Miller's
hat floating on the lake. Five
divers and seven boats from the
Jackson County and the Carbondale emergency service and
disaster agencies combed the
lake from Monday evening to
Wednesday night with no trace
of Miller.

Friday
2 .. 6pm

9 ..Close
MooseheadS J.00
SeaQnms
Uodka
SI.00

MarQarltas S1.25
Dos Equls S1.00
Drafts
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457-3308 .•
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I
I

I

FREEl
.

A Tasty Meat Entree With The
I Purchase of Our Vegetable Buffet Bar.

I
I

,0

4 Tasty Entrees to Choose From Nightly.
Coupon Expires

I

J u n e 30, 1984

Limit 1 per coupon
._ •• _._ ••_._._.

L.---~------COUPON

FIRST 'N' FINEST ... AU_ YOU CAN EAT!

VEGETABLE BUFFET BAR!
Choo.. from ... nutritiau. 'n' dclicioua.•. potAloa.. .. com. .. !lRen
be....... pinto beaftL..cabb.llge...broccoli 'n' chene MUC ....ph. 3

IaIry and nourlabinl brado._corn brud...rou.. .. fresb bohd
biKuira!

~o.::.:::::..
"",011

Bk•. '2.99

s.n.od 4030 10 _

P.M.

Every fine

S"adlull~

With the pnce offme jewelry today. it's good
know that a JewelrY'Quality Slladlum nng IS now more
affordable than ever Save·-and choose from a variety
of beautiful styles Then personalize your f1rlQ With custom options that express your tastes. your Interests. your
achievements
nng IS crafted WIth careful aHenhon to detail, and backed by the

ArtCa.rved Fulll.Jfellme Warranty Now. at these speCial savlngs/l R]~RYED'
the value IS exceptional I Don't miSS thiS opportUnity to get a
beautiful buy on a fine Sliadium nng VISit the ArtCarved
CLASS RINGS. INC
Ring Table soon.

$2 99

cw....-dw12 ..... · . " ......

•

_c.........

IIw.~ ....

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted,

L

1983 AttCarved Class RIngs. Inc
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Minors will still drink
despite city's bar ban
PROPOSING THE most drastic means to solve a problem when
alternatives are available seems like a funny way to run a police
department and city.
Police Chief Ed Hogan suggests a liquor code change that would
ban underage drinkers from Carbondale bars. Hogan and Pat
McMeen, assistant city attorney, say other measures aimed at
cutting back the number of underage drinkers have not been effective.
Maybe city officials can't see the forest for the trees. If fining bar
owners hasn't worked and imposing stiffer fines on underage
drinkers hasn't worked, isn't it a bit optimistic to think that banning
underage drinkers from the bars is going to cause them to stop
drinking in Carbondale?

-~etters-----

Legislator warns against remapping

Dear Editor,
Unparalleled
legislation
regarding judicial reapportionment has been passed by
the Illinois Senate and is now
IF AN 18, 19 or 20-year-old wants a drink, he or she is going to being acted upon by the House
have one. If not on the Strip, then at someone's house or a bar of Representatives. The judicial
outside of city limits.
remap proposed is clearly
Isn't this proposal after all a drastic way to achieve what other
policies have failed to do, mostly because they weren't vigorously :r!!Ut~~i~nar~!~~:!~llo t!n~
purposeful attempt to pack the
administered?
If the city wanted to cut back on underage drinking, the three Illinois Supreme Court.
bars where 75 percent of all underage drinking arrests have ocThe judicial branch of
curred wouJd not still have a liquor license. This is an inexcusable government has traditionally
example of the city's failure to control licensing of bars that violate been relativ'::" non-political. To
city ordin;.nces.
now make- \.l~ illinois court
system a pawn of political
RATUER THAN taking stronger measures against establishments that have been proven to violate city ordinances, Hogan
proposes barring all underage students from the bars. This logic
perpetuates the myth that the only reason (0 go to a bar is to drink.
This discounts the idea that some students go to bars to see watch
":ou may have seen us on the
large-screeu TV, to play pool or video games, or to socialize.
road. We drive a brown Blazer
that
once had bull horns on the
THE PRIMARY effect of the proposed ordinance amendment
will be to drive students off the Strip, which most students can walk top. We don't have the bull horns
anymore.
On Sunday, June 10,
to and from, to bars outside the city, where most will probably drive
someone literally ripped the
after drinking.
hOlns
off
our
truck.
House parties will also become more popular. Ordinance
It would be easy for us to
amendments to make hosts responsible for underage drinking at
their parties are implaUSible. At a party of 60 or more people, with make the drive to Kentucky,
guests constantly coming and going, how is a host supposed to have where wp understand the same
type of horn is sold, but it
knowledge of the ages of those drinking?
Booting underage students from bars may be the simplest 'vouJdn't be the same. Those
solution, but considering its effects, it seems to ca\JS'~ more serious horns have shared two years of
our life.
problems than it alleviates.

concerns is a violation of citizen
intent for the judicial system.
Judicial districts have not
been remapped since 1964 and
circuits have remained substantially unchanged for nearly
100 years. Only under rare
circumstances has Illinois
undertaken the sectous step of
judicial redristricting. No such
circumstan'!e exists now.
One party clearly dominates
the legislative branch of
government. One would hope it
is not their intent to use their
"once in a lifetime" opportunity
to gain control of the judicial

branch, too. However, one of
their forlT"~r state representatives, nGW turned appellate
judge, is one of the chief
proponents of this plan.
It is not too late to stop this
attempt. Neither party should
use its temporary power to
gerrymander judicial districts,
and seize control of the
judiciary for its own permanent
partisan advantage. Alarmed
voters should contact ~heir state
represent~tives
and the
Governor, urgently. - Judy
K.lehler, State Represent.ltive,
45th District

Thief rips off treasured bull horns
They went through the snow in
the mountains and the heat of
the desert with us. They crossed
the Continental Divide with us
j~t a little over two months ago
when we decided to return to the
home of our youth. U's rather
sad t() think that all our good
memuries of Illinois will J19W be
tamted by this thoughtless
episode.
We just wanted to let the
people of Southern Illinois know
that should one of their friends

suddenly be sporting a set of
bull horns, chances are you are
associating with thieves, and it
might be wise to choose your
friends more carefully.
To that one particular young
man we wish you luck. We hope
your conscience will allow you
to enjoy those horns as much as
we did. They will certainly give
you distinction. Sincerely, Mr. and Mrs. R. Snidn. Carterville

--Wiewpoint------------

What happens after a bill becomes law
Editor's note: The foUowing
was written by Joan Parker and
Jack Van Der Slik ofthe Illinois
Legislative Studies Center at
Sangamon State University.

bill's passage, the proponents
believed that their work was
done and that they had opened
up the voter registration
SENATE PRESIDENT Philip system. But it was not to be.
Rock and House Speaker
WE RECOMMEND an article I lichael Madigan sponsored and
THE GOVERNOR, in his
by Charlie Wheeler in the June Vlorked for pas..age of SB 1301 amendatory veto, had left it to
Illinois Issues magazine. last year. It w'aS'Signed into law the State Board of Elections to
Wheeler offers a humorous by Gov. Thompson in early define the civic groups.
. version of the standard civics January. The legislation was
The board held two public
book explanation of "How a Bill backed by Project Vote, a hearings to listen to public
Becomes a Law." He details a nonpartisan coalition of labor, comment. Its first draft rule
variety of legislative and civic, church and social service defining civic organizations was
parliamentary devices which organizations, which are con- more restrictive than
illustrate the notion that cerned about the almost 2 proponents of the original bill
lawmaking sometimes occurs million Dlinoisians of voting age had envisioned. Since then it has
differently from the way it's v;hoareunregistered.
been broadened and the fintal
taught in school.
Among other things, the new version will be voted on by the
Wbije agreeing with Wheeler law provided for greatly ex- state board at its June 18th
that the legislative process is panded voter registration op- meeting. That is none too soon,
more complicated than the portunities. Election officials however, because the new law is
books describe it, we would take would be required to deputize, scheduled to take effect July 1st.
his thesis one step furtner: the upon request, a whole range of
textbooks also don't always people to become volunteer
MOST OF the county clerks
make clear what happens to a voter registrars.
and boards of elections combill after it becomes a law_These include the following, missioners, while not exactly
Who is supposed to make sure or their designees: high school enamored of the r.~w law, have
that the new law is put into prinCipals, college and resigned themselves til the
effect the way that lawmakers university
presidents, training and coordination of the
intended? The answer is nobody librarians, labor union officials, new deputies C9.i.ted for in the
in particular. In fact, those who and here's the tricky one, of- new law. A few rightly see it as
wanted the bill in the first place ficials of bonafide statewide an opportunity to increase the
better pay attention to the ad- civic organizations. Upon the number of previously
Page 4, Daily Egyptu.Jl, June 22, 1984

ministratlve phase. We will
illustrate this point by looking at
a new voter registration law.

unregistered voters by using from other election officials
volunteer workers instead of around the state. For exanlple,
the Champaign County clerk,
paid staff.
They have been working with after using scores of deputy
the State Board to develop a set registrars for many years, has
of guidelines to be used by recently revoked their
election officials in im- authority, apparently without
plementing the new law. These cause. He claimS that the upguidelines are also expected to coming July 1st la.... has inbe handed down by the board at fluenced his cecis:,on--even
though the new law is supposed
almost the zero hour, June 18th.
But Chicago election officials, to open up, not r~lrict, the
among others, have vigorously voter registration syst~m.
opposed this bill since its inKEEN POLITiCAL Jbservers
ception. They are still at- indicate that, given the an
tempting to influence the ticipated behavior of some
board's ruling on the definition election officials after July 1,
of civic organizations and the interpretation of the new law
implementation guidelines.
will probably be challenged in
THEY HAVE suggested court. Members of Project Vote
restrictive interpretations of the will probably take part in such
law which thwart its intent, litigation if that is U:e only way
such as having deputy to get the intent of the law imregistrars operate out of a fixed plemented.
operation throughout the
And so, Mr. Wheeler, the
jurisdiction, such as door-to- legislative path winds its way
door registration. We hope that out of the lliinois General
the State Board of Elections will Assembly, through the bramignore th£5e negative pressures, bles of the administrative
as it is poised to make its ad- agency and ends up at the
ministrative pronouncements.
courtroom door. It is another
But that's not aU, We are lesson for Our civics students
beginning to hear some ad- about the complexity of Dlinois
ditional obstructive rumblings politics.

Adult high school graduates
praised for hOI-d work, effort
8y Ed Foley
Staff Writer

It may have taken a long time and some hard
work, but it WitS well worth the effort.
That seemed to be the attitude of most of those
honored at the second annual Recognition
Cere'TIony for Achievement in Adult Education.
About 120 graduates, relatives and well-wishers
gathered at Carbondale High School-East
Campus' Learning Center Friday to congratulate
those who had the drive to complete their high
SI~hool education.
'The gathering included graduates of three
programs: Carbondale Community High School
Adult Education, SIU-C's Evaluation and
Developmental Center and Murphysboro Adult
Education.
As Brockman Schum!l.cher, acting director of
the EDC and a speaker at the ceremony, said,
"these people are not dummies." Most or those
being honored were interrupted in their high
school careers for one reason or another and had
to go back to school at night, several times a
week, in vrder to increase tnt!ir employment
prospects, finish what they had started or just get
educated.
SIU-C PRESIDENT A1bE:rt Somit, the ~vening's
keynote speaker, pointed out that "learning is a
lifelong process, a pleasant one and a necessary
one" as he invited graduates to continue their
educations at one of the area colleges. "You have
many opportunities to go ahead, and, , think, with
every chance of succes.'1."
For the newly graduated students, who ranged
in age from 18 to 65 (the two studf'nts at the top
and bottom of the scale happened to be grandsol'
and grandmother>, it was the culminatiol' of
months of hard work and sacrifice, on the part of
both students and families.

"Anybody that tells y01,l it's not harti work is
lying," saId Diana Bramlett of Murphysboro.
Beginning in October, she went twice a week to
the Murphysboro program, and, she laughed,'"
didn't miss a day," Her husband Dale took up
most of the slack around the house when she was
in class.
"I did a lot of cooking, bathing and babysitting,
but I'm very proud of her, and so are the kids," he
said.

Red Cross safety classes
to be sponsored by YMCA
A Red Cross water safety p.m. on Tuesdays and Fridays
instruction course will be held and 5:30 p.m. on Thursdays.
from Tuesday to Aug. 3 at the Tuition for YMCA members is
plus $8.75 for the textbook.
Ja~~~~t:"tlr';:C~~ course $35
For non-r.lembers tuition is $50
will be certified to teach plus $8.75 for the textbook.
swimming and lifesaving.
Regis~ration for the courst' is
Classes are to be held at 6 at the Jadtso!l County YMCA.

LYNN WOLFF, whQ taught basic reading and
writing to some of the graduates of the SIU-C
program, had nothing but praise for her students.
"They're very motivated," she said. "The level
of support they have for each other is really
something. I enjoy teaching them very much."
Lorrayne Puttmann is another student who now
has her diploma, after a layoff of 52 years.
"Last time I was in school was 1932," she said.
"A lot has changed since then. but I slipped right
back into it." Mrs. Puttmann said that after her
hwband died and she realized that sne needed
something to do, the idea of goir.g back for her
high school diploma sounded interesting. "My
grandson was going back to get his. and I figured,
why, if he can do it, then I can too."
Despite the fact that Fr-cmklin Roosevelt had yet
to see the inside of the Oval Office when she last
went to school, she says she got along great with·
her somewhat younger fellow students.
'" made lots oi friends," she laughed. "We were
all students toge~ 'er, and we all supported each
other." Mrs. Puh,nann apparently is taking
President Somit's advice to heart, because she
plans to continue her education at SIU-C. "I'm not
sure what I'll major in, but that's not too important right now." Mrs. Puttmann's advice to
those who may not have had the chance to finish
bigh school: "Go back. Get all you can."

Flowerama
Large Plants-$12. 95
Small Plants-$4.99
. A Dozen Roses-$14. 95
Everyday Special Bouquet-$2.99
iJniversit1 Mall
618·457·(ROSE)

+ 1m

• Supply of Halal Chicken for Muslims.
• Specializing in Oriental food produ,~s,
spices \:and gifts.
• Chinese movie rental & cassette topes,
• Free delivery on 251bs. or more of rice.
Convenient Parking.
212 W. Freemon
Hours: Moo-Sat
(next to B & A Travel)
SU~:~~O::OO
457 -6911

Southern Illinois history topic of lectures
Two lectures about Southern
Illinois history will be given at 2
p.m. Tuesday in the University
Museum Auditorium in Faner
HaU.
David COllI'ad, professor of
history, will present a "Historic
Overview of Pioneer Trails,
with Emphasis on the
Shawneetown-Kaskaskia
Trail."
Mario'B Mitchell, a regional

historian, will lecture on the
"History of the ShawneeKaskaskia Trail in Jackson
County."
These lectures will be held in
conjunction
with
the
Shawneetown-Kaskaskia Trail
Traveling Exhibit on display at
the University Museum until
July 1. The exhibit was funded
through an Illinois Humanities
Council grant t(\ the Frankfort

--CamJ.;us C}Jriefs--REGISTRATION will close
Monday for the National
Teachers Examination SpecialSpeech Pathology and
Audiology. The test will be given
Jdy 14. Registration materials
and additional information may
be obtained at Testing Services
in Woody Hall, 8-204, or by
calling 536-3303.

beginning tennis class for 7 to 12 Room 1244 of the Comyear olds from 9 to 10:30 a.m. munications building. New
Saturday. Registration may be members from any major are
completed at the Recreation welcome to attend.
Center Information Desk.
THE STUDENT Bible
THE STUDENT Advertising Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m.
Agency will hold its second Friday in QuigI£'y HaU Lounge.
meeting of the summer The meeting is open to the
semester at 5: 30 p.m. Monday in public.

RECREATIONAL SPORTS=
Family Programs will sponsor a
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Area Historical Society and
Museum in West Frankfort.
The exhibit will travel to 16
locatiuns on or near the trail this
year.

Admission to the lectures and
exhibit is free. The University
Museum's hours are from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Sundays.
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Study says laws would cut fireworks injuries
CHICAGO (AP) - If injuries from
fireworks are to be reduced, legislation
controlling their use rather than
educating Fourth of July revelers seems
to be the answer, a new study suggests.
The study, focusing on the Seattle,
Wash., area, showed the majority of
injuries during last year's Jul~' 4 holiday
came from legal fireworks. It al<;o found
the number oC injuries double(. after a
stall! law was changed, allowing more
dang'!rous varieties to be sold ..
The study, in Friday's Journal of the
American Medical Association, concluded that fll"ecrackers and aerial
devices, such as rockets or Romal'}

candles, pack the most punch as Car as
injuries.
.
The Consumer Products SaCety
Commission reported 8,277 fireworksrelated injuries nationwide in 1983. Of
those, more than 90 percent were
treated and released without
hospitalizatior..
Using the study's average charge of
$562 for medical care for each injured
person, the total cost oC fireworksrelated injuries nationwide could surpass $4.6 million.
Lynne McFarland, one oC the study's
authors, said public education doesn't
seem to help in curtailing burns, cuts

and other injuries resulting from
fireworks accidents.
She noted when Washington changed
its laws in 1982, legalizing firecrackers
and some devices that shoot in the :lir.
"they had a fair amount of public
awareness. "
But during the Juiy 4 holiday after
that, the study said, there were 8S injuries -- up from 39 a year earlier.
The study said firecrackers and aerial
devices cause the most trouble and
noted that, "Legislation, on either a
federal or state level, to decrease the
availability of these two devices may
result in a decrease in the number of

fireworks-rei a ted injurie:. ..
A year after Washington liberalized
its laws, the researchers said. "a large
fin·works safeh educational campaign
was undertake;.. and the number of
ir.juries did P.:i! decr'!ase but increased
slightly."
Ms. McFarland also saId the
"majority of injuries were due to the
misuse of fireworks and not malfunctioning devices .... People use fireworks
as toys. They're not toys, they're smail
weapons."
The study looked at 146 peopie injured
by fireworks who sought emergency
care during the July 4 holiday in 193.1.
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20 years later, Red Squad is on trial
By Sharon Cohen
Of the Associated Prf'3S

CHICAGO (AP) - Nearly 21) years ago, a
Puerto Rican community group marched on
City Hall seeking more power and an end to
police brutality. Months later, a secret
police memo carrkd this message: Destroy
the organization and its leaders.
These were the turbulent 1960s - protest
marches, riots and political upheaval. Often
those activities were countered by what
amounted to police sabotage missions
against law-abiding community groups as
well as organizations committed to
violence.
()ne law-abiding group, the Spanish
Action Committee oi Chicago, is about to
relive that era in federai cour'L when it faced
the city Thursday in preliminary hearings
in a $5 millien lawsuit alleging violation of
constitutional rights.
IT IS the first trial arising out of a decade
of legal wrangling, complamts and Il!wsuits

directed 'Ii the Red Squad, a former Police
Department intelligence unit assigned to
combat subversives.
Members of the R~d Squad - which was
abolished in 1975 - kept secret dossiers on
scores of religious leaders, politicians,
critics I'f the late Mayor Richard J. Daley
and on mainstream organizations such as
the PTA and the League of Women Voters.
According to a grand jury report, the Red
Squad engaged in burglary, vandalism,
illegal eavesdropping - and some ilf its
members once urged a group to commit
violence in an attempt to discredit it.
The Spani.c;h hction Committee claims in
its suit that the Red Squad infiltrated the
group, then conducted 1'1 smear cllinpaign to
portray some members as tools of Communists - tactics that ultimately destroyed
the group.
"THE ORGANIZATION was ruined,"
said Richard Gutman, the group's attorney.
"Most of the people quit. People wouldn't
w\. ~k with them. To publicly name a group

.,:I:I:I"I;1:l jl''':I*;01

as Communists is the equivalent of
destroying them in our society.' ,
The cit~· df>rlinerl commpnt on the case. "I
think it's a ca~e that should be tried and go
before the jury," s<;'d Peter Fitzpatrick, an
attorney representing the city and three
current or former police officers named in
the suit. "I think we have a good defense."
Although a 1981 consent decree with the
cit~ prohibits police from disrupting
i'Ohtical groups and gathering information
unless lliere is reasonable suspicion of
wrongdoing, Gutman says this SUIt seeks a
ruling to show what was done in the past
was unconstitutional.

...
.s..

Tonight & Saturday
7&9:15

From a P/'<:C8 you never heard of...
a story you" never la<gel

THE SPANISH Action Committee was

formed after riols in the city's Puerto Riffan
community in 1966. The group - which had
opposed the violence - marc~ed on City HaH
with a list of demands, including an end to
excessive police force.
The Red Squad them made plans to
"destroy" the Spanish Action Committee of
Chicago.
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keep it cool. "
Heatstroke is the most severe
problem i~ high temperatures.
Hunter said. It occurs when the
body's nonnal temperaturecontrolling mechanisms have
overloaded and shut down.
Hunter said some early
symptoms are a hot. flushed
skin and a "racing heart." or
the person may act like they
have chills. other symptoms
include confusion. lack of
concentration. acting or
"feeling funny." aimless
wandering and deliriwn.
There are three (l~her types of
heat injuries, HlUlter saId. Two
types of heat exhaustion include
dehydration and salt loss. These
result in an unbalance of the
internal bodr fluids, he said.
Symptoms mclude confusion
and loss of consciousness, and
conditions could lead to l:eatstroke.
Heat cramps, which welltrained athletes often develop,

can also occur. HWiter said.
When these conditions
develop. a person should move
to a cooler environment. The
skin should be flushed with cold
water or cool air, If the person is
conscious. water - not a1cohol should be drunk, HWiter said.
Alcohol dehydrates the body.
The s"in o;hould b€ covered
with !:ght colored clothing with
good ventilation to prevent heat
rash and slUlburn. Heat rash -

fn~~,~!~o~JdA~~n~~h;n~;:~

cannot e-:aporate. and can be
treated with powder from a
pharmacist.
People should be ak. t for
symptoms of heat stress.
HWiter said. A person may feel
drowsy in the heat, lie do'NO in
an over-heated car and it "could
be lethal." he said. The main
thing is to look for and avoid
potentially
dangerous
situations, HWiter said.

'Hackers' steal computer entry code

40

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Computer "hackers"
stole a code used for entering the computer
system of TRW Information Servi~es, wh~ files
contain cnodit and other personal mformatlon on
about 90 mmion Americans, a spokeswoman said
Thursday.
"We found nut about that (stolen) code a couple
weeks ago, and U!P. code is no longer valid," said
Geri Schanz of TRW's Infonnation Services
Pi .ision in Orange, a suburb of Los Angeles.
An informant tipped TRW, the largest credit
bureau in the COWItry, about the problem, she
said.
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Summer's arrived. and with
Southern lllinois' hot and humid
days. the body must learn to
adjust to the heat. in enrer.le
situations, however, the body
can't corA! and it overheats,
resulw:~' in heatstroke, heat
exhar.stion or heat cramps. In
some cases. t:~'''n death.
Abo:!t 5,000 :-eople suffer from
heatstr,,~e each year and aoout
half of those die, said Dr.
William HIlnter. associate
~~~;. at SW's Schc.I}l of
Children, tne eldl'rly and
those who exercise heavily in
the heat are the groups most
likely to be affected by the heat,
he said.
"But, of course, no one's
immune to over-neating,"
f~lUlter said, and it can occur in
" any situation where your
body's defense simply cannot
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Ms. Schanz said it was beiieved the hackers
were trying to get into the TRW sy!>tem to pull
legitimate credit reports and use "someone's
good credit history" to apply for credit cards "basically, trying to commit credit fraud."
The code was posted by hackers on an "elec·
tronic bulletin board," making it available to any
home computer user using thE' same network, Ms.
Schanz said.
The TRW files contain individuals' credit and
work histories, delinquencies and b::nkruptcies,
Social Security numbers and famiJ~' ;aembers'
names, Ms. Schanz said.

EXOTIC
DANCERS
TIIII, rill,

111111, Ftt $11 Nif""

Come
out and join the furd
..................................................

The Chalet

i~

r-

Intersection of Rts. 13&149
M'boro 687-9532
~

Sounds Like Good

""'WS

at

Pe"ny Plnch.r Prices

Once in a rare while
comes a film
that touches you like
few films ever have.
MARTIAL ARTS
A film of loving.
DEMONSTRATIONS
Laughter.
by
University Martial Arts
Trial.
SPECIAL APPEARANCE

And triumph.
u. of Florida Karate Team
Now from the director
Sat. 1:OOpm
of "Rocky" comes a
in Front af Theatre
film for anyone
Classes open to public
who's ever had to
face an impossible
cha1leng~.

Their own moment
of truth.

TheKarate Kid
It's time for
his moment of truth.

Fri·(1:3O.":3O@2.00).7:15. 9:55
Sot.{1 :3O.":3O@2.00).7:15,9:55

Sun-(1:3O@2.00), ":30. 7:15, 9:55

-non-baslness ads 0,'!1y
-merchandise for sale
(no rental or se",lce ads'

..

-allltllms priced not
toe.ce"SlOO
-ad mast start on Ta.stlay.
Jane 26.

-.

JOfiE 26·29
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GHOSTBUSTERS
The Supematural Comedy.
frj.(2·ro.4:.c502.00).7:30. 10:15

Dead boy's organs
give life to others
GURNEE (AP) - The story of
Terry Brennan's death is "a
legal~Y in life," a miracle of
medidne that gave four people
another chance and two more a
new opportunity to see.
The 15-year-illd Gurnee youth
was killed Sunday as he rode his
bi, ycle to the first day of a
summer job. But even as his
body was interred Wednesday,
Terry's heart continued beating
inside Belvidere ironworker
LeRoy Blackburn, 51, who was
reported in fair condition in a
University of Chicago hospital.
And his liver was functioning
in a 49-year-illd Connecticut
woman; his kidneys went to a
l(}-ye;!r-illd boy and a 54-yearold man. both from Peoria; and
his corneas were implanted in a
33-year-illd man and 8O-year-illd
w:.man.

horse Foldire to a field at Evergreen Park for a
workout.

~

-Students help tumor-stricken boy
BELLEVILLE (AP) - People
enrolling in language classes
that began this week at a
Belleville school are doing more
than learning to speak French
or Spanish. They're also helping
pay the expenses of a tumorstricken Central American boy
who needs surgery in St. Louis.
A group of about 20 Illinois
residents has raised about'
$1,000 of the needed $10,000 for
the child, 6-year-illd Dale Peters

of Belize, formerly called
British Honduras.
The boy needs a large tumor
removed from his lower spine,
and facilities for the surgery do
not exist in Belize, which borders Mexico and Guatemala on
the Caribbean coast
To help raise m()ney, Spanish
and French dasses were
organized at Belleville's
Whiteside School, which
donated use of a classroom.

th!'ro;e~i~;;!~K~~ ~!\~?::,~

Cathoiic Church in Gurnee, and
the outpouring of strangers
Impressed Brennan.
"I got a raIl this morning
from a Barrmgton man whose
son died five years ,go,"
Brennan said. "Nobody told him
about organ tranplants. He said
he wished that his son could
have done what Terry did."
Local Boy Scouts set up tables
and some 50 neighbors brought
cold cuts, cakes and flowers.

...\0.-=

Giddy up!
The warm, dry weather Thursday afternoon
hrougbt Kim Hunter of Carbondale aud her

In the limousine following the
service. the youngster's father,
John
8rennan,
reminded
Terry's mother they had named
their son arter a college football
star of the late 19405 who went
on to coach at Notre Dame.
"Now," he said, "Terry is a
star in his own right."

Language teact.'!rs Linda
Mariles of O'Fallon and Janet
McNutt of Lebanon hsve contributed their time.
Student fees for the one and
one-half-hour daily sessions will
go into the fund, Organizers of
the language-dass project hope
it will raise gpout $400.
"The children are really
enjoying" the classes, said
project chairman Barbara
Santiago of Belleville.

25% to 50% off

Select summer merchandise.
Shorts, tee-tops. skirts, blouses.
and two·piece dresses.
New lummer houri:
Mon-Fri 10am-5:30pm
S~t
10am-3pm

=CtASSIG DORNER =
Main and Washington

Carbondale

'Hollow' to open Playhouse
Summer

Playhouse

84 has opened its season with

"The Hollow." a murder
mystery be Agatha Christie.
The play is staged on a Britis.h
estate near London, where Sir
Henry and Lady Angkatel pia'!
to spend a relaxing weekend
with their family. Unfortunately, their plans are
shattered when they discover
that a murderer is in their
midst.
Inspector Calhoun of Scotland

Yard is called in to discover
"whodunnit," but his job isn't
madE' any easier by the fact that
o::veryone had a motive for the
crime."
Director Cal MacLean brings
the play a more theatrical
approach with his use of a

Creative Unisex Hairsty1inlil
for today's men and WC~,len

CD::

::~~ of~~~~~ox ::~~ing

"The Hollow," which begins
at 8 p.m. every night. runs
thrcUgh

Sa 'Jan~

Sunday in McLeod

Theater.

203E,Main

aerobic dancing and beginning
~d advanced tap dancing. A
weekend aerobics ciass is also
planned.

Carbondale, Illinois
549-0623

Janice Bailey

Registration is in the SPC
office on the third floor of the
Student Center.

WEST ROAD

Revivals to begin
The Monument of Hope
Deliverance Church is sponsoring a tent revival at 7 p.m.
nightly Sunday through June 30.
Services will be held at the old
Attucks School lot at 402 E. Main
St. The speaker will be Bishop
Harold Dawscn from Peoria.

4-drawer file
cabinet with a lock

$79.95

HUNTERS
457-2641
Rt. 51 South
1 mile soul" at the University

I
I

01 Beaut'!

Call for appOintment

New Horizons course registration to end
Registration ends at 5 p.m.
Friday for the SPC New
Horizons mini-courses offered
during the summer session.
The cost of the courses ranges
from $3 to $6, and classes run
from four to five weeks
beginning Monday.
A variety of dance classes will
be offered including beginning
ballet, jazz, bl eak dancing,

World

I

Murclale Shopping Center-Carbonclale. June 22·24

St. Pauli Girl

a,
,." '"

Ughto,Oa,k
6pk 120%. NR "

-

'3 99

- ~ .

"

i

~

Seagram's
7Crown ~.
$

4

99

+- 750 m!
.k.iJ

Heineken
Light or Dark
6pk 120% NR

$3 99 r-.
~,

• Wine and Cheese Tasting Saturday '·5
Bandiera White Ainfandel and Buena Vista Spieeling
Cheeses from Arnold's Market
Full case. of BUlCh and MUI~r on sale thru July 4, 1914
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Salem tvoman gives party
for bypass surgery patients
SALEM CAP) - A Southern
Illinois woman, Waunetta
Holden, expects about 150
prople t.o attend a party she is
giving S:mday for anyone who
has undergone heart bypass
surgery.
The ~rty is set for 2:30 p.m.
at the Mlem Moose Lodge - just
four days after the loth anniversary of the host's own

bW':' s:Of3~' said in an interview Wednesday she had not
expected the response to her
party to be so good.
"But I think it's great," she
said. "I'm not really excited
about it now, but I will be
Sunday. I feel real good about it.
I had no idea that there would be
this many people, but I'm glad
that they are comin~ "

Duff Hutton, senior in pre-med. applies some
body language to keep the HackY-:iack aloft.

News accounts of her party
plans prompted people from
throughout the country to write
Mrs. Holden.
"I had a beautiful letter from
a Catholic sister in New York,"
she said. "I've had letters from
Oregon, Louisiana, Michigan
and several different locations
in Illinois. I also received a
telephone call from Denver,
Colo."
A Chicago-area woman even
sent Mrs. Holden a T-shirt with
a big heart in the center and
with the words, "Bless Your
Mended Heart" on it.
A co-owner of Barr Drilling in
Salem, Mrs. Holden suffered a
heart attack in August 1973 at
age 46. She underwent triple
bypass surgery June 20, 1974.

Glen Wilson. left, senior in design, and Steve
Turner, junior in tbeater, look 00.

Hacky-sack craze sweeps nation
By Morgan Falkner
Staff Writer

It against a wall, resembles a

If while walking across
campus you've ever wondered
what people were doing standing in a circle flailing wildly
and kicking at a little dark
object - relax. All of that muss
and fuss is over a game that is
quickly capturing the attention
of people all over the country.
Hacky-sack is the official
name of the game, but it really
isn't a game in the sense that it
involves a winner or loser.
Rather, it is a test of coordinaton, timing and team work.
The Hacky-sack, manufactured in the United States by
Wham-O, is a round leather ball
filled with beads. It is a little
larger L..'lan a golf ball in size,
and when properly broken in,
done by conveniently running
over the sack in a car or hurling

**********~F.IL*~***
...
ILLUIIS PA.. OUI:
:

score as many hacks as
possible.
Robert "Duff' Hutton has
been kicking hacks for three
years and is a hard core Hackysack enthusiast. He describes
the activity as "exhilarating."
"It improves neuro-muscular
coordination," Hutton ex-

tiny bean-bag chair.
The only nile to Hticky-sack is
simply to keep it aloft without
the use of bands - something
like a soccer drill. The Hackysack comes with a brief explanation of what it is, plus a
few diagrams illustrating some
of the most used kicks.
Hacky-sack can be played
alone or with a group. Any
number can play, and the only
object in playing is to keep it
airborne as long as possible,
thereby scoring "hacks. "
A hack is achieved once every
member of the group h..'ts made
some contact with the sack
befOJ'f" it falls to the ground. If a
hack IS achieved, and the entire
group makes contact again
without let·~'lg the sack fall,
then a double hack is made. The
scoring continues in this
mailDer, with the object being to

SPECIAl.

.. a&& JaA7 • •~

=

c~;~1~
~=:: g~!~
drink and smoke while playing.

WITH THE PURCHASE
Of AN ENTREE FROM
OUR MENU. LADIES MAY
CHOOSE A STRAWBERRY
WHIPPED CREAM CREPE
OR A FROZEN STRAWBERRY
DAIQUIRI AT NO
ADDmoNAl CHARGE.

~iacky-sack

is generally
regarded by those who play it as
a leisure activity, but since its
growth in popularity hackysack cl:lmpetitions have begun to
appear. One such competition
~WS~!l! ~:8.ringfest '84 on the
Dan RClddick, a Wham-O Inc.
spokesm:m, said that Wham-O
has pulled out all the stops in
promoting the product,
acquired in October of 1983 from
Kenncorp Sports Inc.

~
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New Video Gomes

:OSCARMEYER:
ALL BEEF

..

:

FRANK

:

:

PICKLE

:

::

CHIPS

:

...

.

1ft.***.*******

Open 10 om
Ladies Ploy FREE

•
11:ooam - 3:00pm
WITH THE PURCHASE
OFAN ENTREE
FROM OUR MENU,
MEN MAY CHOOSE A
CHOCOl.ATE CREAM CREPE
OR THE SPECIAL DRINK
OF THE DAY
AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE.
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Reagan record
sales halted after
lawsuit is filed

.,.

CHICAGO (AP) - A iederal
judge has IJrdered the mayor of
President Reagan's hometown
and a local publishing company
to temporarily haIt the sale of
Bible readings recorded by the
president 30 years ago.
The action, ordered Wt'<inesday, followed the filing of a
lawsuit by RCA, which conte!lds
it has the rights to the read,ngs
being marketed under the title.
"President Reagan Reads
Stories from the Old
Testament."
U.S. District Judge Marvin E.
Aspen
ordere1
J .E.D.
Productions Inc.,
and
Nickelodeon, a o;xon record
store, to stop distribution until
Monday, when a hearing is
scheduled.
Mayor James Dixon, an officer with J.E.D., said he'll
comply with the order.
"We just heard about it and
we stopped a planned shipment
of 800 records."

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

Barking up the wrong tee
Playing golf near the Arena offers its own ~et of unique problems as
Lisa Karns, a senior in administrative science, managed to hit her
whifne golf ball around a trH in GE·E 104 Thursday.

Spanish-American War
t'eteran celebrates 100th
GALVA lAP) - Sam Mendel,
national commander of the two
dozen living Spanish-American
War veterans, still can belt out a
baritone tune and bang out a
weekly newspaper column, but
is "too old to get exc!ted about
anything anymore."
"Which is too bad," he says.
So most of the rest of this
west-central Illinois l.own's3,OOO
residents, who revere Mende! ... ~
a local folk-hero, will get excited
for him In Saturday, his looth
birthday.
They'll be turning out for a 2Sunit parade and huge bash at
the high school football stadium.
Also scheduled to attend are
Menders children - a daughter,
Fern, about 75, from California,
and a son, Robert, 59, a
~~essional photographer in
\. .. l~ago.
The program indudes reading
a congratulatory letter from the
White House and a resolution
honoring Mendf:l from the
lliinois House.

Ten win Jefferson Awards
WASHINGTON (AP) - Astronaut Sally Ride, FBI Director
William Webster and eight private citizens honored for their "spirit
of volunteerism" were honored for service to the American people
Thursday.
Each of the 10 rece',ved the Jefferson Awarfl of the American
Institute for Public Service at cl~monies at the Supreme Court
building.
Ms. Ride, an astrophysicist who as a crew member of the
Challenger space shuttle in 1983 became the first American.woman
to ny in space, was honored as the person under 35 who provIded the
greatest public service.
"You are really honoring the thousands of women and men who
luove made the visioliS of America's space program reality," Ms.
RIde said in het ac.:eptance speech.
Webster, who has headed the FBI since 1978, was cited in the
category of elected or appointed official for his leadership in
rebuilding the image and professionalism of the bureau.

Southern Illinois' Best
Dance Videos

TH£~LLNEW

ILLINOIS LIQUOR MART

Il~YA!f!!i ;{11K~m
GRAB A SHOPPING CART AND
EXPERIENCE OUR WAREHOUSE COrfCEPT

~- L ~

Budweiser
&
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8UD LIGHT
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' •.'.. ~,,"/

2/12 cans

Check out the
best music and
videos in the area.

. --~., $

~

BEER

33

,~\~ 5~;D

24 pk cans

Free popcorn
No cover.

"I never thought much about
it, turning 100. I just go dlY by
day." Mendel said recently at
the Galva Senior Citizens
Center, where he often visits
with friends and shares in song.
Mendel still lives in the l-)ome
he and his wife, Selma, who died
in January, bought in 1953 when
he retired and the two moved to
Galva from Chicago. A close
friend cares for Mendel in the
home.
Born June 23, 1884 in Fort
Worth, Texas, to vaudeville
performers, Mendel played
semipro baseball in Texas after
his Army stint. He then worked
as a preacher and a logger in the
Pa~ific
Northwest bef<>re
joining a singing trCJupe that
toolo him to Chicago in 1919,
where he was an electrical
~~~~ i:~~~:S. manager and
Mendel is one of 24 U.S.
survivors of the 1898 SpanishAmerican War, the Veterans
Administratbn said Thursday.

TEN HIGH
J~:=E99a

,~ REBATE -150

-;. ;,. $848

' 2 4 pok cans
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VODKA
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1RIIF.IIOdI LIQUOR MART._--__
82' E.MAIN
CARBONDALE 54'·5202
GCOD THRU SUN 24tll

LOCAnD

%MIU
WEST Of
UNIVIRSITY
MALL
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Life no song-and-dance routine
for Summer Playhouse actress

TAKE FIVE
VIDEO

By Margaret CaDcott
Staff Writer
The alarm rings at 7: 15 a.m.
Forty-five minutes later. it is
already hot in Furr Auditorium,
where the 23, members of
Summer PlayholJse '84 are
starting their day in druit.:e
class.
..... And lift, down. breath,
down, and up, six seven
eight...bend your leg to the
back. two three four. leg down
feet together. seven eight ... "
Thus begins a day in the life of
Chris Banholzer. an SlU-C
graduate sbJ(j~!lt in theater and
an important part in th/~ school's
summer theater prodlJctions for
the past three years.
Banholzer has been gracing
McLeod's stage since the
Midwest Auditions three years
'. a(;o. when she was hired to work
in Summer Playho'JSe 82. In her
third summer at SIU-C.
Banholzer is likely to make a
fine impression on arp.a Llteater
buffs with her appearances in
all four summer playhouse
productions.
Thougb gifted with a striking
personality of her own. many
peo{lle are likely to remember
ChrIS for portraying someone
else, such as Mama RJSf' in
SIU's 1982 prodUction of
"Gypsy" or Nancy in their 1983
production of "Oli vel'. "
FANS THIS summer will
remember her as the starlet
Veronica Craye in "The
Hollow" or, more likely, as the
frig.htful Miss Hannigan in the
musical "Annie." Banholzer
also has three roles in
"Californ!a Suite" and a part in
the musical "A Little Night
Music."
"rve been acting forever,"
Banholzer said, thoufft her ieal
debut was in the sixth grade
when she portrayed Lady
MacBeth. She's been acting
ever since.
Banholzer finished her undergraduate degree ill theater as well as one year of graduate
school - at Lindenwood College
in St. Charles, Mo. After her
first summer at SIU-C, she was
hired as a graduate assistant in
the theater d:,mrtment, which
was happy to have Banholzer
actiJlg around.
And !rom 8 a.m. until at least
11 p.m., that's exactly what
Banholzer does, along with the
22 other members of thIS year's
summer company.

ARCADE
Summer Hours
Sunday-Saturday
10arn-Mldnlght
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introd\lt:es
Its new IO-page all day menu
(Dining room ope" 11am-lOpm Doily)
Start Ph<>to by Scott Shaw
Chris Banholzer rehearses for .. Annie" at McLeod Theater.

Now you con enloy dmner at brunch,

I
I

I
~.I

__

,-i,~'k.',~'
';. ,,~.I

lunchotbrunch,/unchotdlnnerorbunch
at dinner.
.~'. I
Join tM PrIme Tlr114 for lunch or brunch -.' ',"
'
"", '
'I
IIunch on Sat. between 11-4anc1 rece,"
'"
.,
•
Chorus and dance calls com- ready for the first S',OW, while
.,,'
prise the entire afternoon, you're also rehearsing interu.ely I. complimentary code..11 of your chctIce - ~' •
wIth thl••d.
.
... , ","', 'I
followed by r!'hearsal for the for the second show," Banholzer I
I
.
,'j"
•
I
first straight play (non- said.
musical) - which opens three
"Both directors want all of I
I
weeks after summer rehearsals youan.d~eyjustcan'tha ...eit,"
begin - runs from 7 p.m. until at she saId. You have to separat.e L
Rt. 1:; E. next to IJniversitv M{!II, 529-5051
J
least 11 p.m. ,Banholzer said.
yourself as a performer if - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - you're in the flI'st two shows and ~.::p=~::::::::IIx:::::::::::.,:x:::z:::c==::q;=:=!Ct:::::::::::::IIX:=O::==::::ID~
AFTER THE first play runs, give each dire(.1or your best."
-.
there isn't any time for a wild
1 I·
With roles in all four ~hows,
cast parlf. Rehearsals for the and
major roles in all but one of
'~
first musical will move to the those,
Banholzer has a lot of
evening slot while rehearsals
performing
to
separate.
for the second straight play
move to the morning slot. By the
"IT GETS frustrating," she
time the first musical opens, said. "You're going to have fun
rehearsals for the second somewhere, but it's hard
straight play and blilCking for because it all moves so quickly La~t Day of Sale!
the last mUSical are underway.
- you have to create your
In short, nobody gets a break.
And if they did, they would use it See ACTRESS, Page 13

After the II a.m. dance class, to memorize their lines.
comes a 9 a.m. to 1 {l.m.
"It's hard at first because you
rehearsal for the first musical. only have three wee':s to get
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and morel
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1
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ACTRESS: Her life's not just song and dance
Continued from Page 12
characters virtually on the first
readIng."
But thp. acting company isn't
complaining. because they

, You're going to have Jun somewhere,
but it all mo!)es so quickly.'
fill the "techie". stage
managing and publicity
positions.
Along with their pay. three to
s x hours of college credit is
available to the summer actors
and theater crew. However. that
isn't what draws most people to
SIU-C's summer playhouse.

For Banholzer and the other
performers in this year's
summer company. the summer
will continue to mean long
rehersals. lots of lines and little
sleep. However. the experience
gained will be worth the tiIr.e.
"Ws not a professional.
production. but it's as good as a
professional production."
Banholzer sain of thl! summer
playhouse.

"IT'S DEDICATION to the
theater that brings people
here." said Bryant. "Unless you
really enjoyed it. It would be hell

After three SUIDrr..:rs and twv
years of acting at SIU.
Banholzer has only an unfinished thesis to keep her from
moving on in the acting world.

- Chris Banholzer

(pe~:sa~~hea~t~~~i:~ti~~~;
pafh~ YO:tr;:~t\~:~,;saJ~lfr:~

th~ater program bea.JSe the
acting company doesn't have to
take care of their own pu;"licity
and techmcal work. Banholzer
sajd.
"You get paid to act and that's
what you do." she said.

to DJoc~~~~c~'~~~o a~~~a~!
much e:cperience as possib;e.

"They choose people who can
sing. act and dance." said
Brycmt. "You can't just sing
and expect to make the com-

summer playhouse extends
beyond those who want to act.

~~iat~d~o ~h~:te~h~~o~~'h~~:

experience in producing quality
i'ntertainment.
B'!!Sides the acting company. a
set designer. a technical
director and an ensemble of
"techies". who put together the
stage sets. are hired for the
swnmer. SIU-C students "sually

Ex-librarian Ralph Bushee dies
Ralph W. Bushee, former
head of the rare books collection
at Morris Library, died at 10:45
a.m. Wednesday at Memorial
Hospital in Carbondale.
Mr. Bushee, 63, of Route 7,
Carbondale, came to SIU·C in
1959 and was named rare books
librarian in 1961. He had been on
disability leave since 1974.
A native of Monticello, Mr.
Bushee graduated from Monticello Community High School
and from Coe College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
He received a theology degree
from McCormick Theological
Seminary in Chicago, master's
degrees in both English and

library science from the
Universit) of Illinois and did
graduate work at the University
of Chicago.
Mr. Bushee was employed as
a librarian at Newberry Library
in Chicago and operated his own
bookstore in Chicago for a time.
He was also a librarian at the
Monticello and Decatur Public
Libraries.
At the University, Mr. Bushee
is credited with greatly expanding Morris Library's rare
book holdings.
He was a member of the
Carbondale Rotary Club, the
Sons of the American
Revolution, an associate

~
Night Watch

Meditation

M, Thl.9:30

M6-1

U.OO

$4.00

Beginning / Advanced Tap

Graveside services will be at 2
p.m. Sunday in Monticello.
Friends may call from 4 to 8
p.m. Saturday at the Huffman
Funeral Home in Carbondale.
Memorial donations may be
made to the \::arbondale Senior
Citizens.

Cosmetology

Break Dancing

W5·7

T3·4

U.OO
Beginning Ballet

$4.00

Jazz Dance
T. Th6:30·1:30
$5.00

Aerobic Dance

M. W6:30-1

U.OO
Conversational Sign
T. Th2-4

M, W5·6, T. Th5·6:30
$6.00

$3.00

Book Bindirig

35=nm Camera

M7:30-8:30/ M6:30·7:30
$4.00

member of the Fraternal Order
of Police and Master of the
Southern Illinois Basset Hunt
Club for many years.
Survivors include a sist<!r,
Eleanor J. Bushee of Alton; a
brother. Col. Jesse Ray Bushee
of Newport News, Va.; two
ni~; a nephew; and several
cousins.

MINI-COURSES
SUMMER'84

Clallel begin June 25

$4.00

:lpe

Weekend Aerobics
Sat,5unll:30.1
$4.00

~---~-----------------------------------------

CHEER THE CUBS ON AND LISTEN
TO WeIL·AM RADIO 1020

June 22
June 23
June 24
June 25
June 26
June 27
July 1
J~,"y 7
July'
July 12
July 13
July 14
July 15
July 16
July 17
July 1.
I July 19

v..
d.

d.
d.
d.

v..
v..
d.

v..
VI.

v..
v..
d.

v..
v..
v..
v..

St. Loul.
5t. Loul.
5t. Loul.
Pltt.burg
Pltt.bu·g
Pltt.burg
San francisco
Los _ngele.
San Francisco
LCN .lngel..
Lo. Angele.
Lo. Angele.
Los Angel..
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Francisco

2:40
U:55
12:55
2:40
12:55
12:55
3:q
2:40
2:40
12:55
2:40
2:40
12:55
12:55
12:55
2:40
12:55

July 20 v•• San Francisco 12:40
July 21 v•• San Francisco 12:55
July 22 v•• San Ff'ancbco 12:55
July 2. v•• N.w York.
11:40
July 30 d . Philadelphia 2:40
July 31 v•• Philadelphia 12:55
Augv4t 1 d . Philadelphia 12:55
Listen to Radio J020
for details on how
you can win flckets
to see the Cubs
In Chicago Including
airfare and hotel'

,'-

"r:··

~"

~

(\

II

//

II Sponsored by: ==--::::s':::'
f/lOcowrn&~_1II.WIl7ltl1DtlDTOftl.
\_~
-== rl(o'RADIO
I
- -..
_RlMf IIIMU_
!.;-)8
IL_____________________________________________
CLIP & SAVE
WC,C)XM _
M\UI:t

lflii...

P

"MY FUTURE is a big
question mark." Banholzer
said. though she is hoping to
establish I'prseIf as an actress
somewhere else - she has
certainly done so at SIU-C.
"Chris always brings an
enormous sense of humor into
her work. even in very serious
roles and th<it's extremely
important." said Judith Lyons.
director of " Annie" .
"She's incredibly intuiti"e
about other times and places
and single-minded in her
dedication to her work and her
ability to concentrate." Lyons
said. "It's that intuitive leap
into the world of a character
that makes her so good."

DAMADJ\

,0::1.

.1\ INN l\

1( _

~--_/'

Happy Hour Saturday 4·6
'Enjoy our bountiful snack Table

relish trays
chips
dips
cheese
crackers

featuring
Gus Pappelis
from
9-12pm

Open
11am-2am

Ij~~L~
..~:l ~. .: ;!.rfr
':~~>
\'.,.\

~.,

(..,.9

.1

So.···r. lllin ...
~.sbln.ton

".

,,,, ." ..,21

...

~

;~.' .

~i

I

/

d{

~'SHOPSMARr'
.•• AT ~
~
... ,.
rt

it

Il'riTI1llIUI;1I11.1I11'1HII:.,~r!I:U<~~ - "':J.
.~u~~~~~er$4 ,?2
. • .';.. . . ~~~:

$4.00

Th6-9

Registration Ends Today!
Sign up
in the SPC Office
3rdfloor Student Center

to be stuck here for two months.
One thin~'s for sure - you can't
do anything else."

fj

ReguiM or Ught

cans

Moosehead $3

39

6pak
N.R. Bottles

~

~.I ela tMilwcrukee$31~;
Regular or U!;,ht

cans

$7 79

- JI!~$57;:'
~
..:!-.

/(f 1I1/1/PI~("//
Gin

750ml

~

~

~,

Gilbey's

!!j

Vodka

•

/.'~
'::!

~

Riunite
larnbrusco. Rosato, Blanco. D'0r0

Bell'Agio
Bianco or Rosato

$3 7!?
$3 ?s?
$27~~

I Good Thru Sun. June 24
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1975 OLDS. STARFlRE. sunroof.
~W Jl~~i~adlo and ta~fl~~~

nu.()' 'EgyptjaJ1
..Claulfted I·,forna.tlon Rates
(3 Une minimum •• pprollir".&ely
15wonis.

t~~dPti~~~:o:llJ:!-~ ~7. ~~

2715.

One D.y-.55 cents per Une. per
day.
Two D.~ cents per line. per
day.
Three or Four n.y......... cents
per line. per d.y.
Five thru Eight D.y_~ per
line. perd.y.
Ten thru Nineteen Day-U
cents per line. per'd.y.
Twenty or More n.y_Z7 cents
per line. per day.
All Classified Advertising must
be typ<'d and processed before 12:00
noon to appear in next day's publication. Anything processed after
12:00 nom will go in follawing day's
pub~cation.

The Dally Egyptian cannot be
responsible for more th.n one
d.y·s Incorrect insertion. A...
vertlsers are responsible for
checking their .dvertis(;ment for
errors. Errors !lot the I,.ult or tbe
advertiser which lessen the v.lue
of the advertisement will be ....
justed. If your .d .ppean Inurreetly. or If yna wish to c.ncel
your.d. ".11536-3311 before 12:00
bOOD for c.ncellation In the nellt
daY·dis.ue.
ADy ad which is eancelJed before
expiratio!l will be w!'gcd a $2.00
service ~ee. Any refund under $2.00
will ~ forfeited due to the cost
of :ieeess8ry paperwork.
No.:lds will be mis-classified.
Classified advertising must be
paid in advance except for those
accounts with p.stablished credit.

69 FffiEBIRD CONY. 400CI Auto.
All Pwr-Electric. Good c]ndition.
$2.350 O. B. O. 529-4471. 7l70Aa162
1976

MERCURY

MARQUIS.

~rJ:s~~urs~de~~~~t~~i]fiO.GB~~

Asking 51500.

7174Aal65

1978 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA 2
door. V-6, 40,000 miles, air. stereo
~rrle. excellent, very s~~A:t~
1979 MAZDA GLC, excellent condo

~~:~tiab'r~"e~fIi· 54:.~~~·, af~~:

6pm.

7177Aal65

1971 VW RED Super Beetle. Exc.
engine, t':d tires and brakes.
Must sell
985-8089 an~~'r~a 162

I.

I

7l83Aal62

1975 FORD

newly re-built
engine\ new radials. new battery,
exnaust, !lre-fm.
2 door.
:2~I:.1~~~n& mus se¥i1~~r~

~~~er~e!'~~a~;~~ e-:~~r:rit ~~~~

'75 CHRYSLER NEW Yorker
Brougham Loaded. Good condition. 52.000 ·niles. $1"00. Phone
457-5209.
7138Aa162

r:.ArCM~~~t~~~821:SOO·

73.AMC AMBASSADOR V8, 74.000
l1)J!es. 4 (loor. automatic. power.
aIr. AM-FM. $800 O. B. O. 4578656.
7291Aal63

76 PONTIAC VENTURA 6 cyl
ellow w-black to~. 3 ~ed on'
Runs great. 1300 7~A:t~

1979 BLACK SHArlOW Trans Am.

1972

freen.

~~F~'_r~n,

7131Aal77

B7279AaI64
1976 COLT WAGON. $700. 508
Baird (off Bridge St) Before 10
am.
7114Aal66
1971 VOLKSWAGON BEETLE.
Gooe condition. $1300. 893-2900. 8932340. or weekdays 536-7575.
B6629Aa176

457·1136

10' N. III. A_

SKYLARK. new
78.000 mi~~l:lt~

is%O~~~~echanical~~X~r~

~ C:~~\~~fI:n~n~n:c~ew

parts. $67:.. 529-4964. nights.
._
7133AaI67

79BUICKSKYHAWK

1979 .SUZUKI. GSlOOO L model.
~lndJammer, backrest, 6000 mi.
hke new. Garage kept. $2000. Call
after 5pm. Hb3-4366.
63WAc162

am-fm V-6

~~l;1.iotr.·54~36~he:J~8A~rR' . -------------------1983 HONDA 65C Nighthawk. Case
fl~d~57':";~.

'3"5

3
l:It
tlZ~~t ~~ ~;~e~ew~~
battery. $75. Call'·893-4088.
B7280Acl64
~ONDA

'3"'
VII: KDENIG

through t.'le DE classifieds.
6564Acl62

m~:o. ~!IM~\:~a~~a~.

r-----------.I
Auto Air Conditioners
une-up.

Beyl
6cy1

$158.74,...-.

*

plus lox and lie .....
ba.ed an '" mo .•
with approve<! credit

Both in excdi.:n! co:tdition. 54S:
5960.
7158Acl62

~~ii~.A~ioH~i\~~~. G~~n~~~!

dihon. 997-15~:S.

7454Acl72

81. yA..'.-tAHA SECA ~
fairing bilL custom paint. V&H

T

otl\."(

'79 Ford Fairmont
Auto. AC. Low MII.a.
Nice Car

~~c~f~r~t:' ~;J':' t~~t~~c~~:

AL TERNATORS &. STARTERS
rebuilt. Lowest ~~es in Southern
llI!no!s. K &. K Rebuilders. Marion
illinOIS. All work guarenteed. cail
1-997-4611.
B6556Ab174

8.5% APR

7l30Ac16

1976 KAWASAKI KZ400 Backrest
roadbars, new battery. shocks:
cham and sprockets. ~ 457-8675.
71l3Ac162

H Part. and Service.

Recharged $20
Whll. You Walt

Wind

l!~k~~t l~a~~lesw~:~5 ~~i~t~

t~f.i~~y p'::i~~~~:' .f:~:'

NEW CHEVY
LUVTRUCKS

197H CB750K.

529-4787 after 6 pm.

Windows al'.a Seats. $1650.fIO. 687:
1495
7160Aal62

$299 down*

I~~~~~i

negotiable. Calf 4S7-4634 or 5491405.
7098Ac167

CORDOBA--1976. BLACK with

otl\."(

screen.

~m,,:'JO~P\l ~()(1C« ..J.0~ ~~i

1976 PEUGOT 504. Sunroof. AC
Stereo, B('St Offer 457-2250.
.
7167AaI62

.1999
'77 Old. Cutlo9
6 cyl.,Auto,A.C.,P.i.
.2795

c:. ...........I.

Motorcycl ••

1973 FORD GALAX IE, 2 door.

••Dr., Load.d

II8d VInyl Top, Auto, AC

R~=~~~nger.

BU~CK

I

II

Man-F'i Sam·5pm
Call for an appointment

n
'l2.('tr

'83 Honda Accord,

Only 59.000 miles. ~ust see to
appreciate. Call 549-1405.
7089AaI62
good.

We SpecIalIze In
IrakeWork
w. or. a Wag"., Brak. Shop
Transml..lon Work

A·C.
71 59Aal62

0"'\'''(

Looks

K
AUTO REPAIR

1m ~4 TO'I! black GMC van for
sale. regular .gas. self-cuslomlzed.
captams chaIrs. bubble windows
chrome wheels. new radials. 52.800 .
or best. 54~-5627 aftt<r 5. 7l64Aal63

'ao Ford T-Bird

BUS.

5 UNIR9Y AL LAREDO truck
mudder tires. SBR 15. $50. 687-4777 .
7175Abl62

Must sell b-o 985-8089 anytime.
________________
71__
89AaI62

~~c:~~~} s~~f:;erN~h!o!~ ,.sei1l5~

1944.

I

7190Aal62

1972 CHEVY NOVA--runs excellent. $500. Call 549-2728.
7303Aa162

1974 PORSCHE 914. 1.8. Con-

~~b~~da~~~e f:sse~:t:K~:

COUNTY Squir"

~;:ft°;!lI t!.a~~~M~·n:lfm~~nd.

1m HONDA CIVIC.

ne~

'75 Dat.un 1210
4-speed
••95

Automob'I ••

1973 VW

!~X~Y. ~lr=~~·7~V.:'

:;~eM~r::!e;roo:;f~~~9-~

$35
~

leave mes~ge.

7l71Acl66

4cy1 S25
Front Brok. Pods
$35 -Installed

1982 KAWASAKI GPz 550. Like
new. Low miles. Must sell. 5490614.
7l72Acl67

All Work GuarantHd
.or AppoIntment

~.~~'6e~:~~rS~~un~er.

CAU 529·5739
BEST BUY AUTO
110 II. Oak C'dale

7459Acl68
77 KAWASAKI KH400, Cust. seat.
back rest;. new tires. chain.
~~=~; With access. ~~~~

~:r:t~OJl~: ~:!~~~~ Kc~a~~

~{.r.ckets, brakes. Best r~~~

Complete
Auto Repair
Services

Beginning Ju~ 6, We will be moving to
our New Car Lot Location
Rt. 13 East Car'oondal.

MachIne Shop Servl_
·Motorcycles
·Foreign Cars
• Every thing

RadIator Repair
AIr Condltlonl,. SpecIalty
Iam·5pmM-'

1981 Camaro Z·28 Loaded. T·Tops

PARTSSTORI
Open 7 days a w_k

1981 Ford Pinto Ess, Package 1 owner, 44,000 miles
1980 Mercury Bobcat, 4-speed, Air, 45,000 miles ................ S2,12S
1980 Pontiac Phoenix, 1 owner, Sharp

A

Huge Savings On
Lorge Selection of Used
Motorc),c1es

SOUTHERN PERfORMANa
KAWASAKI

NewRt."

-'-_Lm"lWR,MITOI'MT'lI

-~

.. -..-.

617·2324

Free Cooling System
&
Air Conditioning Diagnosis
Complete Automotive Service

601 E. Main, Carbondaie
529-2140

~

Tirti. Helmets & Accessories

1144717 Repair
6174411 Parts

SUPER SAVINGS AT THIS LIQUIDATION SALE

.Page 14. Daily Egyptian, JIJ!!E! 22, 1984

Bom-12,oon Sat
1Oom·2;,m Sun
N5N.14th

1975V.W. Rabbit ••••••••.•••..••••••••..•••.••.••••.•••••••••.•.••.••. 11,15.

..___________________________

SUMMER
SPECTACULAR

Murphyslloro

1980Subaru Wagon GL, 5-speed, Air, 1 owner •••••..•••.•...... '2,975
1978 Ford Mustang, Bright Red, Automatic, Air, T-Taps

'It Mil. South of the Arena
549-0531

Bom-~,mM·F

HUMM'S PARTS & IIRVICE

1m Chevy Monte Carlo, ' SOLD I White, Immaculate!!

OPEN
,rlday
1:00 0111-8:00,...
Saturday 1:00 ....-6:00,...

'r_ Sparkplup or 011
with Tune·Up Inspection

HUFF'S

Radiator & Auto Center
~
•
315 W. Willow
tIQl
I
Carbondale, IL
~---------~-9~.~~2~2--------~

I

. ,.

R.al Estat.
R7.J.17MIR-I
CARTERVILLE. Dl·PLF.XES.
Goon rt'ntal and lax sht'lIt'r.

~~.~enlbY529-~~.

8m ~~ktl~'7~

-\L TO PASS. 3 bedroom 2 balhs.

~~rhS~~;egeJ~~in&-'ilrfi~~~~
~~~e~~~~-7~~-.~6s::1d~

l\1l'RPHYSBORO-AVA.
SECLl:DED 2 bedroom remodeled
home on 6', acres. Oak bam with

~~1f. J~&J.~~~=' n~~d~:l
Mobile Homes

~~~?~Sf~. S~it~r tfi~i~~ !~rf'I;7~~e~

549-300.1

7209MI6.1

TRAVEL TRAILF.R FOR salt'.
5-19-5:'08 or :>-19-0'164.
7044MIIW

t;

JENSEN CAR STEREO. am·fm
receiver and cassette deck with

:1~~'rr:J ~~~~sl;erh:::~~~~~:

f~J~ ~~!I):i~~ec05~~~'0~~~

7148Agl63

STEREO

o

J

Electronics

3307 (wkl.

TWO MOBILE HOMES: 12x60.
$5.000 and 12x50. $4.500. Both in
5550.

M\'ST SELL, TV w-remme. ful:
mattress. l'ar hallerv. I&rnps

SPEAKERS-ULTRA
acoustics. Circuit breakers. Brand
New. if intert'Sted call .Jeff 549;;820.
7540Agl68

12x65 SET up. Un-

~~rWJ~~~i ~~=m. neet~r:!~74

54x12 FRONT KITCHEN. Carpet
in living room and hall. 2 bedroom.

~18~~~:foP:~c:~~~:~rp~=i

location. Full price $3200. ~9-6612
days. 549-3002 after 6 p.m.
B6619Ael64
10xSO 'TRAILER for sale. $2.500.
684-6274. For sale or rent_
B6616Ae174

C·DALE.
REDUCED~
10x50
Traile¥n Partially Furnished,

~ioB5 ~~6~~ed mCluctt;1i;~~

r~~ed~~!I~ h~~~~3:'lt~~y
r~~.ck from 3-9pm at 7:U!?~

12:"tOO NEW MOON with AC. Antel.na. Carpet. St~s. Anchored &.
~~1'J~ed at ildw~3a1~~
VERY NICE 1969 Ekona. 2 bdr.
Excellent condition. M!ls! see t!l
apl!reciate. $6500 Located in Dice
mObile home park. 529-5878.
B721l1lAel64
12x50 2 BEDROOM in excellent
condition on shady lot near
~~t Must see to a~rS:~:lt:s
EASY TO OWN 8x4O with

~I~-ro~.. $1500-best 0~~ftiAS:i'81
FROST MOBILE flOME Park.
Available now and :ali. 2 and 3
bedroom. Natural gas, a-c.

~f:an:.r15/~Wities, slia~~11~\~i

SALE
1969 $UIOO
1968$1200
1970$1600
1969S2000
1968S2200
12x6038R 1970S3700

CALL 549-3000

~
'1Sl·v'

Speaker Wire
TDKSA90
Maxell UDXL 90
Loran 90
Discwoshers
Sonic Broom
Sont L-75O
JVCarSontT-I20

"IIl!nfIiorIdIrftpIng, .......... and . . . . .

.IEIOIIt\lNlCNldt.atve201.-.,........ ~~
...., SerId~2.50~CfI«.l'OII'r1O'11trQ!W"'lOll~
nAItMSlOllCO.2f"PNllBlwlo.pt. 'OI.O'IIago.
C.3OIW5 'UOW.~ ...... b'driII'lowr ...... ~,..

COVER'S
UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS, I~ prices; velvets,
nylons and cotton prints. $3.00-

~:~:rrya~O:lr~~r~ :Oc~

3 -2 miles south of C'dal~~~ft"4
1

JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND Used-

~rn~~.s!~~ &.a;;e~·i2!~:~3

TV& Stereo
Repair

=~s0457~~~.t~=Ve~~s:~:

$2_99
$13.95
$10_95
$7.95
$7.95

::3e.r.=~Jr.51~~0'1:l=

eVCR'S
eSTEREOS
e AUDIO
VISUAL EQUIP.
eATARI
GAMES

STEREO

SABIN AUDIO
We'lI beat any price in town

lDK SA to
MAXELI. UD'(Lilto
MAXELL UDXLIlSto
1EAC METAL..

$2.2S
$2.50

""Dear Customer'
""lIlIIII
Someone who knows you
knows me ond hos learned
that Slereo and Television
Repairs need not be expensive nor time-consuming_ (
make repairs for less. offer
some day service. and offer
free estimates with a 90
doy warrantee_ Like thql
someone you know. call
Allen's T,V_ and SoWf'.
... 549-5936
Allen
~
. . "03 S. Graham
..

R.J.'s 18th year! !

SALE
New & Used TV's
TV Repair-Fr_ Estimotes

A-l'IV

ns S.llIInois Ave.

Across from 710 IIooksror.

457-7...

GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS
FURl\rSH,~D or u:>fumished for
2.3.4 peofle. Very Dlce~ DiSP~
~ 1(1- :30 daily. c~m~Bali6

579.95
117S.00

CLOSE TO CRAB Orchard. 3
bt-droom. $250. 985- 1021 after 5: 30.
98:>-2045.
B7439Ba170

$59.95

CARTERVILLE. J BEDROOMS .
Water and trash. fUrT!ished, $250.
457-4000, afte ... 5:30 457-&;21.
57438BaI70

$69.95
1129.95
$3.00

SPACIOUS l-flDRM. Unfurnished
apt. 2 blks. from. campus.
Available now. CaH .53-4343 ext.
252 or 457-7583. Ask for Patty.
.
7176BaI64

B&LPhoto
CampUi Shopping Canter
529.2031
WE BUY. SElL. TRADE & REPAIR

SuperSanyo
SALE
COMPUTERS
EpsonQX-10
with fr. . printer
Santo S55 (MS-DOS)
Santo 550 (MS·DOS)
San10 1150 (CP/M)
Sonyo ..05O (CP /M-86)

$2995
$1250
$899

$1850
$2..95

",NTERS
$375
5595
$695

EpsonRX·80
ComrexCRII
Santo PR5500

l

I

Furniture

LIBRARY TABLE-DESK, bookcase, small oak dining table,
chairs. wood fili~g cabinet. 4576853.
7154Am162
FOR SALE.

COUCH,

loveseat

=~Am:;'r~.i~.:i.~~~

set

7168Aml62

LIVING ROOM SUIT. sofa, chair,
tables, lamps. Like new. $250. 4575150.
72UAmI66

f······

>

Musical

300 E. Main
Carbondale. II
529-4050

RENT AND TRAIN your own
horse. $25-mo. with option to buy.
Pasture included. 17.000 acres of

KITTENS

:s;.:.;.. O!~

B7269Ahl75
DESOTO.

~:lllo;;fJ671·e~:~rn::~ Jat~

days..

.

54'/0.

7116Ahl63

71!1"Z8~l65

1 &. 2 BEDROOM for summer or

~~lie~P,:c+~~~h )~~i:lJ~d~' s~~:

$275.00 mo. 549-1315 or 1-893-2376.

72OOBaI66

CARBONDALE UNFURNISHED
2 bPdroom nicely decorated. well

7-162Bal66

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
avail. July I. furnished. water. hot
water, Irash paid. Sublease for
summer. $150 a month. One block

STUDENTS

FREE

NICE 2 BEDROOM furnished or

:~"t';~i~O:= l~iJi~alf~

~~in'3ic~~~!t &T~~~'Y:3~

$250

Rent Computer Time I

:~~e:~~bl!n~

.=t'i~~~l~~~~~~es ff:iJ~

457-4747.

13" Color Monitor

995-948'7,

TOWNHOUSE TWO BEDROOM.
furnished, AC. One block from
campus. Phone 529-2533 betwe<!n
10a.m.-6p.m. MOD-Friday. 5385month.
87261 Bal78

.....- - ' - - - - - - - _ J I NICE 3 BEDROOM, furnished or

SAKATA

Pet. ond SuppU. .

Opt..... O"

i~m'!:rtit~~I~~~b~h:rei~' ~v~l~b!~

$185.00

axc ••

Specialist
RENT NEW COLOR TV'S
$25/MO.

LUXURY 2 BEDROOM furnished
watet·beds. call 684-4145.
B7247Ba174

-hid Fill...

WALKMAN STEREO

BlACK & WHITESI61MO

bondale Ramada Inn on Old Route
13 West. call 684-4145. Bi249Ba 174

$699.95

F/4.S • • xc .•

ALL HOME CASSETTE DECKS

IM-m1

~~~~he~as.af~W~~I~~~t rr'fa~

$89.95

-Nlkkor 300m...

........ '-121"...

EF-

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
Apartment, air. available im-

$89.95

-"'Ikkor 35mm F/2.B.
good.
·1000m... Mirror F/IO.
Nlkon MI•• w/Fillet1I I
C..... y . .,gaod.
OSlgmo 35-T.lmm
FI2.B-4. Minalto MI.,
•• cellenlplu••
• Gos.... lu...... Pro
w/ca.....c..
00mega 700 Enlarger
w/l.n. I carrier.

evicMo Record...
eCordl..s Phones
e Roclor Delec10rs
epolic. Scanners
e2 Way FM Radios
e Aulo Burgorlar Alar....
eCB·. I Anlennas
eColecoCamput... I Go..,..
eVid.o Tape Club

Tum""'.

....n'5eOIO...

$89.95

LlNSIS & ACCISS.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

FURNISHED

only. available June 12. absolutely
no pets or waterbeds. call 684-4145 .
B7248Ba174

$99.95

.XC••

New A.
InStodl

OPEN EVERYDAY 8om-8pm
1'"U South St.

LU~URY

~a~I!~ClrwV~?m~rc~lcs~:!ctP~~

'99.95

-Ya.hlca-D wfCOM.
exc.,
-PentalC 6x7 5,".....

M ••

MAD
.oNY
MAPUa
ACOUSTIC _AItCH
YAMAHA
DUALP.s.AUDIO
H~A./ICAIIDOM
II'ICA
.AICAM~I
. .ADO

~~~~ease and depos~~W!r~

$149.95

MID. & LARGI FORMAT

» .•

21""" Off ••,.11

UfJ'~~fe,,~I~:n~~~1 ;ii~1 n~~l~~

$695.00

y.,.,

... 1,.........

"'.... 1501

LOVELY 2-BEDROOM
Cn·
furnished or furnished. Air. carpet.
Cable. drapes. 529-2187.684-3555.
B72t2Ba175
NEW TWO BF.DROOM unfurnished. excellent condition, new

v.r,

eVIDEO
CAMERAS
e TV·S
eCB'S
ePOliCE
SCANNERS

81091Ba174

CLEAN,QUIET. EFFICTE;>O;CIES.
one. two &. three bedroull apart,
r~.ts. Close to campusB~~Ba 174

USED

-Nlkon F2 wfMD-2
Drive I BI,. Pack.
bc.... Inus,
-Canon AE·I Progrom
wflen •• folr
-Nlkkarmat FT.
good.
-Nlkkarmal EL.
good plu•.
• Penta. SpalmGtlc
wilen••••C••
-MamllO 1000 DTL wf
len.lca.....c..

HOaaYAND
ELICTRONICS CENTER

RJ

(~r~is~~.arl~arl~'b~~s~~ o~~~

woods Rentals. 52915.19.

EQUIPMENT

QUALITY
ILICTIlONI(;
REPAIRS
AT REASONABLE RATES

I

lARGE 3 8F.DROOM. a(ross from

ISMM CAMERAS

M-Il......,....&.:~"""

On The Illand
n5 S. University Ave.

Aportments

~ PHOTOGRAPHIC

Next to Pick's Liquors,
Lewis Pork Moll

I

I

66L fhoto

~

.87.1981

7054A£162

MICROSCOPE. VERY HIGfi
quality monocular, X-Y stage,
ccndensor.
lOOox-oil. 35mm
camera
adapter,
Burton
illuminator. scannillK lens. wood .

USED SETS

_

T.ll4An167
BASS GUITARJSTAND d;~;;~er
seeking musicians to form rock
hand: originals'("ovl'rs, Mark. ~29·
1758 or Joe. 457-7734.
71!iliAnl6.:;

~+ln:1

Cameros

For Sale & Rental

Mark I

~,~~:i. ~:7a~s7 ~1~~r4~~y ~i<"l"

(

Th .. In.."pensh,.
8Ieye/.. ReDOlr Ex...".,.

150. W.IINf. MurphyaItoN

Tavern, go 3 miles. 549-4~i2Af176

5-PIr."";E PIT group. Sleeps six!
Ver' high quality foam and
co'lferin\e!'0 juni. Bought at

302 W. Walnut St.

..... a.rw .......... ~J'2--7ff..".,77

$2.35

COME VISIT OUR
USED & DEMO
EQUIPMENT ROOM

SlU

[r,.c ,MI.ellaneous)

'1."
457-4521

..,,,,.,...1fO

$2X;

ANDMANyont. . . .AN_

-Laundromat
<oble¥lslon
-F..-Busto

Water Bottl_
w/alloycage

OMIIII_~cr""""~PCmcJrllfttn

S":Nr,~.r( RllflU";S n

'HILAND Tit fiIl6 drum compute;,
Nady 49 Wireless fm unit' I
diamond car ring Call 529-1529 .
7216Anl64

Includes lubrication of choin,
brakes. deraillers. Broke adjustments. gear adjustments.
& coble tightening. Next day
service in most cases.

549-4133

541Ft.

_

THE BIKE SURGEON'S
WEEKLY SPECIALS
SUMMER TUNE-UP $3.95

Pick's Electronics

SALE

~rch.

rto~~r~nf~~: f:a~~~::'lfd~~:

12xSO 2 BR

SUMMER
SEMESTER

Bicycles

THE AUDIOSHEI.F __

B6Ii03Bel66

BARGAIN.

'
1
L~==.:::=======

~:r54~~rs:v~::'n~~ve~i1'Ia:~·

GUITAR LESSONS.
HEAVY
metal. acoustic rock. namenco and
classical. Call Sam Reeves. 6874960.
7105Anl63

LARGE EFF. IN C·dale. All
utilities i!ICluded. A. C.. Fum..
carpeted. No dogs. $165. -157-2948.
7317BaI66

EXPERIENCED DRUMMER "
!>assist-singer. seek experienced

::~ ~u~~ag:l\ ~!~[.;: ; ~~~

LUXURY TOWN HOUSE. two
bedn.om. two car garage. over 800
square feet, quiet environMent. A
cut above tile rest! $425-~onth.
457-5150.
7212Bal66

SOUND('ORF. Ml!S!C. STUDIOS.
P. A. rentals" sales. From
church functions to _Shryock

COME SEE· EGYPTIAN Arms"
Mecca Apts. Fully furnished. ac.
water, near campus. 510 .F..

musical accessories at bargain
prices. Buy, trade. rent to own.
consignment. Will deal. On the
Islana. 715 S. Unjyersity.4575641.
",
8745OAnl78

NEW %BR 516 S. PopJar. :!peo.!ple
Wlfurn_ $3-19. 2 people-fum. $389, 3
people $50 more. S29-3581 or 5:.1918:!O.
..
7460Bal68

for info.

7137Anl63

~1~:~1 a~~ioca~.~. A~&.

~I~~~ appointme~"".!fst~1
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NEED A TENANT? Rent it! With
6561Bbl62
a DE classified ad.

~Zi:~~~<fn:lul!!~?U~d

water. Avail. now. 403 W.
Fre~an. $5OO-mo. Da~ 349-7381,
Evemngs 457-4221.
B7273Ba17
3 BEDROOM,

CLOSE to Stu
furnithed, available June I" 529- •
1539.
.
~7019J:1a172

LARGE

FURNISHED

EF-

~:'rJ~~~::a, :7.f::" lea~e

modern apartment building close

3 BEDROOM BEHIND fee. center.
available May IS, $420·mo. 5291539.
B6078Bbl64

~v~n~v:~~~d 1~m.n:::Ym~~t~:

B6S58Ba178

TWO 4 BEDROOM houses. carB7444Bb178

EFFICIENT

l::!~~:: allf~r~~~'oc:t~er~

t!8J~C~t&.t n.:~~ rs':i~:!:('!r

FALL CLOSE TO Camp)s. Extra
nice. One throu~h 5 tiedrooms.
=if~.~~~ ed. N~B~~

ONE

ENERGY

fall,low rate, 349-1271 or 1-985-6947.

NICE TWO BR. house. Quiet·
shade<! area. Aug. 1st. 1-9t5-6947.
Or 1·996-3104.
B7225Bb178

Call 529-2533 between IOS:94~64

3 BR. FURN .• clean. 2 mi. S. N

~~=.2 bedroom~uff~

APARTMENTS, CARBONDALE,
RIGHT on camJll..ls South Poplar

7685.

3 BEDROOMS, CENTER or town.
$350. No pets. Lease. Deposit.

~=m,Bt~~~~i~~~oOl~~

and large effiCIency, owners do

:r~I~tf~~:~~o';~~f,iC::~

7219Bal64

[: ~",'~'~~;';~.: :J

~~~,~i:~:Fea:sll 457-7352 or
now.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE close to Rec
Center. Furnished or unfurnished

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
FOR rent. Lincoln Village A\?ts.

Southwoods Rentals, 529-1539.
B6622Bb174

~:~.r~ h:u~:3 ~~~r:~~

J\:'y!ime.

B6373BaI62
APTS. & HOUSES close to SJU. I,
2, 3, iv:drooms, summer or fallspring. 529-3581 or 529-1820.
B6531Ba171

:Jll.:.

NEWER 1 BDRM.
Close to
sm, I or 2 pI!C1ple, If-'s;;summer
~utt~~~~: fa -s~~~~1
SPACIOUS FURNISHED 3 room,

~:~r~:.vailable ~:;J::i~

Now Taking Contracts
For Summer and
Fall/Spring Semester

1~. AIR, LARG~, shaded
(!:..:K. DIce, no pets. 349-5991.

yard,

RATES

7156Dc166

'ummer
Eft. Apt,.
1 Bdrm.Apt.
2 Bdrm. Apt.
2 Bdrm.
Mobile Home

F.II
SI55
$185

$110
$140
$200

$300

$95$110

$110- .
$155

7201Bbl66

FOR LEASE·FURNISHED 1-5 hr.
house-5 students. 1-3 br. house-4

~:I~~~rs.r=rr~~Wi

porch with swing. No pe's. 5493973.
7466Bbl63
FOUR BLOCKS TO campus for

~~~u~\Tci~~~5~~. aoo trash

~~~~: Q~~~J;;h'e~~' ~~~fJ~lb':S'

summer and fall. No pets. 349-4093
or 349-6193.
7440BcI67

:~~in~~_~.mon~:i02tb~

7134BaI71

Fl'RNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT for rent. SpI!cious,

6925Bc171

ROY AL RENTALS

~lra~~.a~~3850~vailab~~80B:I's4

~~~~ ca~~e~rni~~e~e~~::

~~:a~~'hLiti!~~~~M~d .di~~~

Summer rent $150. Phone 349-Q1!1O.

B7292Bal62

pets. 616 E. Park, C:" rbondale, lL

4-5 BEDROOM house. Quiet neiPut

SPACIOUS TWO BDRM recently

~~~f~i~~ i1RE~E c~H~!:

~f~~e![~ p~~C:~~~~~e~a~~~

Ri~~nt 105~~\~~~: t:o~f9~t_~~i7~e

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY close to campus.
Very clean. Free heat, water, and
gas. Sp'acious rooms, private

Call 457-5923.

CARBONDALE
ON
CHAUTAUQUA Road. In new
condition. 1979 14x56 2 bdr. Fur·
nished. Central air. Washer-drJer.
$225. No pets. 687-2482. B7296Bc165

GLISSON M. H. P. One, twn , and
three bedroom homes. Cheap rent.
Cable, TVh natural ~as avail.

NOW RENTING FOR Fall.
1,2,3,&4 Bedroom houses. Con-

B6783BaI65

~':~~fn~ ~~, a~~4rs:~

87290BcI69

POMONA TOWNSHIP. VERY
rural. 4 bedrooms, appliances,

FALL CLOSE TO Campus. ExtrIi
Nice. One throu~h 5 Bedrooms.
~i~;tnN~ula ed. N~~B:1~

rn~ul~ke!l30ane:·.!:u:,!t~.e~:

IN CARBONDALE 121150, clean,
$4000, 529-5878.

REALLY NICE SIX bedroom 2
bath, furnished house v~ near

~~\~A~I/~ail~~ o~:ate~~:&:'
~ll

684-4145.

B7250BbI74

3 AND 2 bedroom houses. Quiet
n~ighilorhood, nice. ¥ards, ap-

=n~~M~~ condltiO~.m·Bt'i'6a

~~e;='c:;r~~~/unushed

3

B6819Bbl72
4 BDR,

3~leneed

~.t:I' a

1 more, $90 a
utIlities inC~~~B~~l4

SPECTACULAR 4 BDRM. Tw

ONE BEDi".... , , BY Ree. Center.
Available nlW. ~'h E. Freeman.
529-1539.
B6623Bb174

Well Insulated. Near ree. center.
No pets. 34!1-3973.
B7276Bbl67

~~ffcsti~~,..rg~l:~ ~~8:gre

~~~f' ~:;h:'~~~:i~n~Xt~~:

CLEAN 3 BEDROOM house.
Sublease for summer, $300 a

house
7266Bbl62

~~~I!t~J.~6~

140.,\'n·'fLE

LARGE 5 BEDROOM very close to

August. 349-3174.

7217Bbl7l

COMFORTABLE 3

BEDROO~.

OBILE*
OMES

f;~ ~'::'J:~.Shu~:ifi~~:~'1ti

INDOOR POOL
COMING SOON FOR YOUR YEAR ROUND
SWIMMING PLEASURE

~~:~:3.i~g~~:~~tly
7467Bb163

1 AND 2 bedroom furnished
apartment close to campus.
Summer and fall. 893-4532 or 8934033.
6275Bal63
410 WEST FREEMAN:
3
bedrooms, $490 per month. 2
bedroom, $390 per month. Ef-

~:CJi' r!~

r: I~~~~tbsr:i:i!

and summer term. Also rooms at
609 S. Poplar. Call 687-4577
B6512Ba168
evenings;.

REDUaD
SUMMER RATES
510 W. Walnut
Also Available

SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES
Efficiency Apartments

lenl.,. Real Estote
205E.Maln
457-2134
APAInMiNTS
SlU APPIlOVID

IUMMIII QNLYEffIciencies. 3 8cInn Apls

----~
Mt-mt

NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Lambert Realt,.700 W. Main

Evenings-W_kends

Sft.1I71

Three Locations
Rent Starts at $165

NOW RENTING FOR.
FALL 01 SUMMER

1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Home.
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes, close
to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease_
Special summer rates. Satellite dish with
MTV and FM channel and HBO available.

NEWLY REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
""CLOSE TO CAMPUS
One to _
bedroom .........
One to fo.w bedroom apartJMnls

529-1012 or 549-3375

'ALL"~
EffIciencl.. Only
THlQUADS
1207 S. Wall
C'dale
457-4123
ShowApt_l to5pm M-W·F

TAKE IT EASY
Live 1'12 Blod(s Fron;
.'
at

MALIBU 'JILLAGE

HOUSI HUNTUS
1.11 a . . -

CamPus

The pYnawlcls-l Bdrm
Law Rates

Summer & Fall
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

CALL KINT- 149.2414

51. . . . .wll ....
OFFICE HOURS

l~WeekdaYS. 12·1 Saturdd1:
~O.II An1time
. .
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Now ••ntlnl For Fall
Hou_ Close to Campu.
N.wly Remodel_
Furnished or Unfurnished

5 Bedroom

507W."MaIn
5091taw11nge

3IIOE.CoI....

.. Bedroom .

"'E.

Hester
. 406E....._
409E.~

105W.Che,..,
1I3ForWt
. SlO H. CarIco
402W.00lt

..
609 N. Aiirn
WI HAYlOTHIRIMALUR
HOUIB Ate DARI'MIN1S
NlA_:CAMPUS

S49-U7.or 529-114'

12x60 2 OR 3 bedrooms, furnished
or unfurnished. Carpeted ac

:~~~~~~~~~i
B6595BcI62

GATES LANE TWO Bedroom
10x5C furnished with AC. Nice
condition semi-private. 2 miles
from campus. $150-month. 549-5550
or 1-98&0010. .
. . B6600BcI66
EXTRA-NICE. FURNISHED 2
and 3 bedroom. A.·ailable summer

~~::~~~,~~~

RY NIC~ 1969 Eltona. 2 bdr..
xcellent COJM.'!OOD, must see to

P=~=-~.in nice
.

. ' 97289Bc164

2. 1000 E. Park Mobile Hom••
12 & 14 Wides close to campus, close
to laundromat. 12 month lease, cablevision ovailable.

3•. 110 W~ Mill APartmenta
Two ~room"cicross street from campus.
Mede.c9 lock.~tstem fo~extra. security~'
12 month lease, cablevit;ion available~'

.:,:;:':'

CALL·.. ··

.

';. ·529-430l
,,; .NOW·">
, I,

.:;.~

: '"

•

:~. ~"

.

•

; ..... 0;

~.

TU%?sh:r~a~~:l. a~~h'o~~~d
~~~;Si~~~all ;ti~i;~rl~Tos:fo
a~~raI~lea~~ ~~:er.s~\Y85~:~·

:;:

month. Call Pine Tree Mooile
Home Park between 10am-6pm
529-2533.
B6493Bcl64
SUPEk NICE 2 bedroom. carpet.

~lris5~~r:o~: ~~~kw~sm~~rf.

529-1539.

B6554Bc172

ROOMMATES NOW FOR furnished 7 bedroom house 4 blocks to
campus. Summer rate to 8-1:;.5295247. 684-5917.
B627IBeI63
June21.3ct 0001

WANT I\TONEY TO burn~ Avon
offers Carbondale's hottest ear-

~~n~~c~r~~gi3~arOlyn ~o:a~~4

-----SUB-LEASER needed

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16.559$50';53-year. Now Hiring. Your
Area. ~alll-805-61r.-6000 Ext. 6000.
7230C162

Si..'MMER
to Sublease. Nice Roc.m in Nice
~:~l. C·dale. Rent !,;~~~~I:S

~~ ~~h~ ~~~1:.s. ShoPP~~fill~:'i63

~i~rniShed. Southw.wgls8~~f~2

~-------------------~

.11L-------SERVICES OFFERED

Dupl ••••

I~----~~~~--~~~~
NICE. SMALL I bedroom trailer.
CARTERVILLE. VERY NICE. 2
S90--mo. 529-1539.
B6553Bc172
bedroom carpet AC. parking.
hn. AB655~ltl~2
~~m~~~~si~
CARBONI'~LE I & 2 BEDROOM.
close to campus. clean. availab!e
TWO
BEDROOM
or
~;027~~~=e ratesB~8~lk unfurnished. Pets FURNISHED
ok. carpet. ac.
large backyard. Available now.
12x50 TWO BEDROOMS. unSouthwood Rentals. 529-1539.
furnist,ed. one mile from SIU. $150
B6621Bf174
mo. summer. $195 mo. fall or
singles rales. 457-4084. 7099Bc162
GATES LANE TWO bedroom
furnished central air. very nice
$135' 2 BEDROOMS. Clean. nice.
condition. sem~ivate. 2 miles
carpet. Well maintained park 2
~~o~~~,:. $ mont~~iB~
miles north. Available now.
Hurry! 549-3850.
7182BcI64
NICE 2 BEDROOM town-house.
ON A FARM near Cedar Lake.
air. unfurnished. no pets. water &.
trash. furnished. 2 years old 549r:~it~'; ~~~Chor!~~ rter~~~~§ ~~ 6598.
7067BfL62
previous renter. Call549-~~~BCI68
ONE
BEDROOM
UNFURNISHED. ac. 809 North
NOW RENTTNG FOR summer and
Springpr. Cal! 549-7901. B7267Bfl62
(all, 457-8352. No pets, ple~iBCI79

I AIM DESIG]I; Studio. Garments
designed. constructed and altered.
Open 7 days. 529-3998. B6612EI77

~:i~c?ri~. Pla~f ~n~P:~;u:~~

5943.

t~

DOWNTOWN.
B7294 h177

Molin. H4ftI. Lot.·1

THE
HANDYMAN·LAWN
Mowing. yardwork. hauling. small
tree removal. Free estlmues.
~~~:02&~ble rates. Quali'114r~r~

YARD SALE OF the century:

Quality work 457-7026.

from a yard sale and more!

~;m:~~ie!.1 ~~S~~~~I:r :~:~:

~~~~~~:z;Ou~~a~l\:ay!a~~[:d

TYPING. CHEAP. QUALITY and

blocks west of Oakland of( I,:==:::~=======:::;'
Chatauqua.
7187KI62
Have You Heard H~w

'" \ I {"

~a~:g{~~~':nin&ea~tt':"~gnt2

bOOKshelves, TV in lounge, pay

~~Tr~:chi~~~e~u~;r ii~

Utilities included in rents. very
economical. very competitive.
AvaildbleJune lor after. Call 457-

::~. or

529-S7n.

sign~~82I~~

fl~o~·s. )~r~fshJ,ir~t~~~fj~i~~~ d

~~~! 02p!I~': :.a::!t'1 cap~f,pmus.

~~~t~l~ ::;e:.!ittal'rr~~::m~:
549-2831.

7262Bd174

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND fall.

~~~~l ~~ri~~i~.
~~~~.
B6599Bd174

INDEPENDENT LIVING CLOSE
to campus. call Marty. 52f~162

t·

Roommat..

UHd Can IouQht andSoI
-r How.I,.., A",oques Boughl
ondSold
A HUMAN uaYICI QIIOAHIZA.&.y...... . . . . .IS.-...tc.

Jft..'7JI ... '.~

10_ •..,·.....

of p'- to.hore

502 w. Sycamore
457-87M

All You Hav. To Do
lacall
J36-UH

una.n,ou ha¥-.a

d

ItS

pi

37130.

WANTED

1115

t~~peAv~~~e~f~~es~rK: TN

677OCI69

,----------'
WANTED TO BUY. ~ass rings.
gold &. silver. broken jewelry,

ATTN: WEIGHTLIF1'ERS AND

~in&.s~v:.nf5l~t. Coin~7=F180

on short notice and would like
~v~ e~~g~~ey call 4~~gk

JUNK CARS AND trucks. After 5
p.m. 987-2Z72.
7240FI74
WANTED AIR COl\DITIONERS
k'
ot CallS29-5290 today
~~~~~.
7083F174

~~~~~iu!.e~o:t~ a~~~~'e
WANTED:

EXPERIENCED

~:nA~\s'~~~:r\:~~~~~:!:
Indiana. Send resume in confidence to P. O.
Box 69,
Washington, IN 47501.
7305CI62
SECRETARY-CARBONDALE.
EXPERIENCED in office work

;.%

====:1

1......- - - - - -__

FOUND

:~~gn~~JI~':frin:~~f:~~~!~

W~~ a~:~i~y l~~Jr~r:~e~

perience preferreS. WRITE:
Executive Director. Greater
Egy~t Regional Pliln.ning and

t~e ~f~,entar~~l~l¥t

.

BASEBALL CARDS, BUY. sell,
trade
Also
any
sports
memOrabila. J & J Coins. 823 S.
D. Ave. 45H831.
B7010F174

YOUNG FEMALE CAT found on
Cedar Creek Road. Multi-i:olured
with white neck and paws. 549-7157
evenings.
7185HI62

For your
Convenience
Clip & Save
This Section
Senior Citizen Center. 4091'1.
SprInger. Group Sal. Oldies
Books. ACI. van and clothes_
Air Conditioned.

or .top by the
Communications Bldg.
(northw..t corn.r oH
Chatauqua)

:sop.

A~liCatlOn Deadline: June 29.
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SEKA·HOLMIS·TOP
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B23 S Il_ AV U.RBONDAlE
NOON-5:00 MON-SAT

PART TIME SALF<; clerk for

m~~~~e-* ~.s~3~5~::b~' r;;.~lf:rg!O ;rPp~t~t~~t~~!let

ChoIce
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7214EI68

Taa'-Autos-lruck,

I
ASSE'- ,LY WORK. MAKE 515.00 ..~

NEED A ROOMMATE? don't
hesitate! Place an ad with the DE
~9lli~~33r~~:art~1~ons
classified.
6562Bf'162·...
7311CI64
FALL-GEORGETOWN.

the D.E. Cla..lfled.
Reap Re.ults?

..aUd~"",,,,

lavatories, with other students in

r!~e.a~~Tee~tcr.~Y·ca~~~fs~

~~~~~alu~~~: ~ §.n~~=!J

~E;E:':~'l J -..,

7458BI180

IC"'::'~>'~!~;::J I~~~I
have key to a~m€l1t 3nd to your
private room. You have your own
private frosUess refrigerator & 2

7142EI77

~~~~~~'. ~r:~~bc~lr~i:B~:~~

~ ~:~7~~~es. Sha~~18'K~ii

~~~rc~t~
ap~~:r<!!n~ebJ~~
north of ~vt:;'!'ity Library. You

call
536-3311

~~W9re.~:~?t.~~fs. ~t60f~!.

large work renCh, television.
stereo equipment. bikes. clothes.
books. records. record rack. desk.

-scaping, 529-2073.

Wa~~n ~:u:.y~~ ~frH~tb~i

ROOMS. CARBONDALE. FOR IIJ~!!~~~~~~
men ~l1d women students in It

~~~~u!t$~~·: ~~t~~.rcl~I~~~I~~1

THE HANDYMAN-CARPENTRY.
Roofing. drrwalling. electrical.

LOT FOR RENT in Frost Mobile
Home Park. Trash p'ickup.

529-2954

COUCH, $40; GAS dryer, $25;
Rattan han~:ng chair. $40; Free
gray tiger st.-ipe kitten. 54=i62

LAWN MOWING. SMALL or
large. Home &. ftrounds main·

BIG. SECLUDED SHADY mobile
home lot. First month free. $4&457-6167.

9-12 am .. after hours leave
message.
7129JI66

PEke ~ONAL
ATTENDANTC'DAL~. I am a responsible and
caring individual, seeking parttime work. I am available for day
and night hours. CaD 549-6m3E 165

VERY NICE SHADED lot with
fishing lake, patio. trash I!ickup.
Located 2'" miles out of Carbondale. Will have to see to a~
preciate. 529-5878.
B7288BI165

905 E. Park Sf.

~m~~ran~o~~ld:r ~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~. M'~~e ~~~lilW:;t:;;~

MOVING SALE-entertainment
wall unit $60. desk and chair $25,

730IEOO4

~~= &. Fall; also sID~~ff~~7

boy's bedroom and a study in

reasonable rates. Guaranteed no
errors. 549-2258.
71ooEI75

~:~:'~r!s!l:fr.~aln~:~er.

~~i~', CF:~~lu:"~~~,r'fi~~r:6~e §o~~h ~ii!:s ~~ ~~7-~~~ : :

OFFICE IS OPEN DAilY
FROM 1-5 PM

b~~~ o~g':~fi: t;;VcOa~~~:_n~ al~~~

TYPING. THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main SI. 549-3:;12.
6990E171

Bu.ln... Prop.rty
CARBONDALE.

Is Now Renting
For Summer & Fall

PuPPET SHOW. THE new horror
film is still seeking: Actors- a 15-16

3374E077

B7300Bfl63

UNFURNISHED. 12x50 Clean 2

PARKVIEW

NEED SOMETHING L!l/USUAL"
Perhaps it's a fad, don't ~et

tt~n~iW~i~<Y:i:i~~~~~~f~'

~~sit.r~~fl sr;::ft.~.a!I~9-~~e.

LOW COST HOUSING. summer
rates. Different locatiftn. Check
with Chuck's 529-4444. B7443Bcl80

D.E. CLASSIFIED'S

r ••ult. will blow
you away.

you can drink and security at
absolutely no cost to you for
booking your party. Now taking
reservations. Call Airwaves
Nightcll! .... 457-4621.
B61OJJI62

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers. thesesdissertations. bOok manuscripts.

DUPLEX. 3 BDRM .• unfurnished.

IN CARBONDALE-12x60,
bedroom. furnished. air. 684-2663.
7456Bc169

'h.

PARTIES.

~~YI~ :u~f~e~f~~ ':.~~I ~~h :Ser

~~~:3Fed. place a DE c~F:t2

1 ROOMMATE FOR nice 3 bdrm.
house. Quiet neighborhood 10 min.

I BEDROOM. $110; 2 bedroon,.
$130. ~iet. excellent condition. no

PARTIES. PARTIES.

hardware required. B &. L Photo,
Campus Shopping center·il:8~t1·

I'imt.l'W3iMUit- I

WANTED: MOTHER HELPERS
for the east. Room and board pillS
salary. Call AuPair Agency. '516569-0657 or 516-569-0312 or write
P 0
P.ox 46 Woodmere Long
ISland. NY 11598.
6alOCI62

I g~ntleman
al:tor to flay ,role of
Itindly'. playful P.UPpe master. No

"PUPP~T S~OW··. THE new
horror film. IS seekmg elderly

I

e'(pel'1enCt' requiri!il_ Call Marsha
at 549-7139 9-124.m.
7155JI66

GARAGE SAlE: 610N.
Springer. Cdole. FrI. 6/22. 9-4.
Clothes and household items.
Excellent condition. Nothing
over $5.
.
~AMIL Y GARAGE SAlE. 902
.Taylor Dr. Cdal... Sat. June
23. Clothes, Furniture. Appliances. Bookl. etc.

YARD SALE. -4Cl8 N. SprinSCl".
Sat. 9-3, rain or shine. General
household lteml, clothing,

to plac. an ad

TODAYI

knick knackl.
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Little Grassy J?ish Hatchery r-------·----------------------,
LA KOMA'S PlZZAl
helps make angling a better bet '$1.00 off 320~~!::ZF.II T1"~
_ _ •.__

with d"lIvery of small
or medium pizza

By E.J. Rotert
Staff Writer

640.. Coke F.II
with large or X-large

To many anglers, Little
Grassy Lake may be just
another Southerr. Dlinois lake to
dip the '01 fishin' line in from
time to time, but to those
anglers, if anyone, it should be
much more.
Downstream from the lake
sets Little Grassy Fish Hatchery. Thanks to the hatchery,
many Dlinois anglers have had
great fishing sprees on private
ponds and public or state-owned
lakes, reservoirs, streams an~
rivers.
All to the tune of 45 million
fish per year.
Accordiny to Alan Brandenburg, fish hatchery
manager, '.hat figure includes
totals for 6-inch channel catfish,
newly It; Itched walleye and 2- to
5-ineh :ingerlings of redear,
bluegill, and largemouth bass
raised at tl>e hatchery.
"This year we probably
stocked out 42 million walleye,"
said Brandenburg.
The hatchery, Brandenburg
said, uriginally began operation
in 1959. The hatchery then
consisted of only cme building
and 10 ponds. In 1002 a new shop
was added along with eight
additional ponds.
Brandenburg said that it
stayed that way until 1972, when
the state re-evaluated Hs fish
needs. He said they realized
then the present hatcheries
couldn't keep pace with the
state's demands on amount and
species of fish needed. After
that, he said, the Department of
Conservation began plans for
renovating Little Grassy Fish
Hatchery. The renovation of
Little Grassy Lake began in 1979
and by 1981 was producing fish
again, be said.
Brandenburg said renovation
of the hatchery was funded

-529·1344-"

L ________ _____ ______________
~

~

~

$2.50

6 pkcans

& Light

St. Paull Girl

1#
Staff Photo by Stephen Kl'4Dedy
Alan Brande"nburg, fisb oatcbery manager, scoops young ~ish for
Inspedian at the hatchery.

through sales of Illinois fishing
licenses. Today, he said. sale of
the licenses still funds the
operation of the facility while
wages for employees are paid
by the state.
Brandenburg said that fishraising is handled one of two
ways - either by intensive or
extensive cultures. Intensive
culture involves high water

exchange through rearing units
for environmental control. This
gives the hatchery the ability to
raise larger numbers of fish per
unit, feed prepared diets and
predict production. In extensive
culture fish are raised in earthen pords that simulate nature
but control the number of fish
~de~~ail:b~~ food organisms

Bulldozer breaks gas line; man burned
Pinkey Jimerson, 49, a state
NAPERVILLE (AP) - After a
bulldc,zer cut through a gas line, construction worker, was in
a worklnan's torch ignited a critical condition in Loyola
blaze that injured a Glen Ellyn Medical Center burn unit in
man and engulfed 200 feet of
Maywood.
aailroad tracks.

6pkbtl

12pk cans

!

$4.76 ~
~

Old Style

12 pk cans

Schaefer

2.. can case

Gllbey's

Liter

VocIka

Kessler

$4.11

I

$4.53 ~

.

~
*5.78 ~

'"

$4.95 ~
~

75Om1

S3.a9

PAUL MASS01'f~
Wine's
I.S.L

$3.18

Glacobazzl

$2.22

750ml

(!l'mltruao. Blanco. Rosato)

Plus Many MoOre In-Store Specials

Farmer's Mar et
OF CARBONDALE

l~s~~~~S! ~<!oow"SAU;;:-N~:--)
Come out ro:he Fanner's Market where
!he pro<b:e Is n!BIy camg il. The Fl!IIIIIIis
Market has the besl fresh local produce.
baked goods. crafts & plants al fair priceS.
Featured Mualc by:

rheTon._'
Dut;y MI~I.r C10eeen

BasicW~
J _ 25 ,July 23
Mondays 6p-Bp
. , 8 ,...... auppIies)

50~ aa.ull

Drafts
SJ.SO !lalcll Pltcll.n

704 Clln • Tonic

TO"ITE
"Ick Flesh and
Young Americans

P'#
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Basic Stained Glass

BISIG Po.

J ..... 28-July 28
Ttoundays 7p-9p
S18 CpIua suppIiea)

Ju... 25-Juty 25
MGnd8yto c.-.d Wednesdays 5p-7p
'22 ,includea baic auPJ)lies)

~8ry

Bgjs MeU and Emma

!asic Pen IIn.i InklStill Life,

~

July 17. 24. MCI31
T........,.4p-8p
.12 (pIue supplies)

June V-August 1
W4Idne8days 5p-7p
• '4 ,...... supplieal

J .....

Youna Artists Studio
Juiy 3-JuIy 2.

Ju... ·30. July 7.14.21,28

T.......,.MCI~

U51"""'" .... suppIiesJ

Section 1-810 • ~. 01*
10-11. Cley/l1.12N Miud ......
Section 11-910 t2~. 01*
10-11. Mixed Media/11.12N Clay

28-Ju~28
Thu:-..ds"P-~-;p

.14 (plus auppIiea/

Open FtgunI Drawina Studio
SaturUys 11.111
MonitoNd by M f-.Ity.

.15 no instruI:Uw

Craft Shop closed Wednesday, July 4th.

CAMPERS: They have to love it
MY FIRST week as coach
went relatively smooth. Most of
the kids were nice. They did
everything you told them. The
group of kids during the second
week of camp were another
story.
My biggest responsiblity as
coach was to make sure the kids
on my floor of the donn were in
bed by 10 p.m. What looked like
a simple task on paper was a
nightmare in reality. The kids
were incredibly hyperactive, as
if they hlld consumed toe much
prE:Sweetened cereal. These
kids turned into gremlins late at
night. One smeared toothpaste
~II over the bathroom and
another playe:l his music at
unbelievable ,:lecibals. It was
enough to drive Mister P~:!rs
out of his own neigt.borhooti.
Finally, one night, I foolishly
skipped the 10 p.m. uprising and

went to a friends' hovse for
some peace and quiet. When I
returned in an hour, much to my
surprise, all was quiet on the
Western front. Unfortunately, it
was the qaiet before the storm.

you evaluate a kid's ann when
he hasn't evp.n reached
maturity? Then I realized it
wasn't the coach's idea to
evaluate the kids, :t was the
parents. They wantt:t1 a
baseball report card on their
kids. Never mind if little Jimmy
dhi.,'t enjoy himself at the
camp, their kid was going to be
a ball player, whether he liked it
our not.

THE NEXT morning, I
learned during breakfast that
one of the kids had accidentally
locked himself out of his ro.>m,
then ~receded to take matters
into hIS own hands by smashing
through the door with a two-byfour. It was the low point of my
short but illustrious coaching
career.
Thankfully, shortly after tI-.e
two-by-four incident, the camp
ended. But the memories linger.
I remember having to fill out
evaluations on each pla~er. J
was coaching. I thought It mcredibly stupid and unfair to the
kids to have to do that. How can

Parents should stop trying to
force baseball on their kids and
let them find out whether they
like the game. My advice to
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Redeem coupon for 20% off any frOZEtn
yogurt treat. Tastes like premium ice cream.
but has 40% less calories.
Valid through June 28. 1984 Mon-Sun

Ir.
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L
U
8

NoCaver ~
~
Ever!
~
~
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2 miles north of SIU on Hwv 51~,

•
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I. 110 lEE'. Beef in a Smoke Flavored BBQ Sauce
•• RANCHER. Sologna. Salami, American &Swiss Cheese on a Kcise.10. HAM & sWln· Ham & Swiss Cheese on Sliced Bread
11. Ham & Am.rlcan. Ho:n &American cheese on Sliced Bread
12. PASTlllMI & SWISS- Pastrami & Swiss CheesE on Sliced Bread
13. TURKEY & SWISS- Turkey &Swiss Cheese on Sliced Bread
14. CORN BEEF & SWISS- Corn Beef & Swiss Cheese on Sliced Bread
15. TUNA SALAD- Generous Portior of Tuna Salad on Sliced Bread
16. CHICKEN SALAD· Generous Portion of Chicken Salad on Sliced Bread
17. IOLOGNA & CHEESE. Bologna &American Chees on Siced Bread

.40%
.80%

SPRINTER
HURDLER
MILER

•.494
.694

ASSOCIATED

~~

caU6I7-3344 M'BORO
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Fr. . Bus to SIU
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TRASH PICKUP
LAWN SERVICE
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CALL NOW 549·3000

fl."
".99

CHEF SALAD
$1.49
TUNA SALAD
Lite Lunch
$1.29
CHICKEN SALAD
Lite Lunch
$1.29
MACARONI
POTATO SALAD
COLESLAW

6 VOLT SIZES FROM sa.91

/'- ;- 1\

1. SALUKI SLAMMER. Ham, Bologna, Salami & American Cheese/lO" Bun
n.09
2. SUPER HAM & CHEESE· Layers of Tender Ham &American Cheese/10" Bun n.09
3. MIAT Ball- Meat Balls. Italian Sauce, Topper W/Mozerella Cheese
f2.09
4. ROAST IEEF· Roast Beef & American Cheese on a Kaiser
fl."
'.ITALIAN IEEF & PEPPER CHEESE-Italian Seasoned Beef &Hot Cheese
I. DELI SUPREME· Bologna, So ,mi, American & Swiss Cheese on Wheat Bun
7. HOAGIE· Turkey. Bologna. Salami &American Cheese/7" Bun

SALUKIDOGS

II('ST

CARBONDALE MOBILE HO ES'

SANDWICHES

SALADS

m

Lots starting at $70/mo.
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Campus ShoppIng Cenler
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408 S. Illinois
457·5551
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\INDOOR POOLI "COMING
FOR YOUR YEAR
>1t...,
ROUND SWIMMING PLEASURE
",,"F'

..........................................
lOne little taste Is all It takes I

I
I..

parents is this: Buy your kid a
glove and lay it on his bed. Then,
in a few weeks, see if it's been
used. If it looks dirty and
scuffed, your kid may bt'
acquiring a love for the game.
He might even be a candidate
for a baseball camp. But if the
glove looks like it did when )'OU
60ught it, your kid probably
isn't taking to the game. If
that's the case, don't s~nd him
to a baseball camp. Save your
money and give the kid a few
quarters for Space Invaders.
Everyone will be a lot happier in
the end.

".7'
fl."

f2.09
$1.39

".3'

fl ••'
fl.19
fl.4'

fl."
'1.09

BEST PRICES
IN
TOWN
YOURNEW
SALUKI
DELI
Take the
7,-11 TASTE TEST

.e9c

DESSERTS
CHEESE CAKE
.994
APPLE/PECAN PIE .894

.894

NACHOS 994
LARGE KOSHER DILL PICKLES .594 each

.394

~-

.7~

We Serve 24 hours every day
we make party trays· ask us

.

'

~
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13 8winlD1erS challenging for berth in Olympics
By David Wilhelm
Sports Editor

breast after qualifying with a 2:03.4 last
season.
Saluki SWl!llming Coach Bob Steele
Thirteen Saluki swimillers will be said, "VonJOlJ&1nne has the best chance"
attempting to meet tough OlympiC at qualifying in the 200 fly. Vonqualifications Monday in Indianapolis. ·Tounane's time of 2:01.2 easily mp.t the
All will be representing the Saluki Swim requirement of 2:04.4. VonJouanne will
also swim thl' ZOO 1M
Club.
Barry Hahn and Larry Wooley, both
Requirements to make the Olympic
members of last year's team, and for- team ar~ much h~rde~ than i~ was to get
mer Saluki Roger VonJouanne will head to the tri~,Is. Steel~ luud that Just the top
1\'1'0 finisht:t'S out "f 24 swimmers make
the list of male hopefuls.
Hahn, the SIU-C record-holder in the the team. licw"ver, a third or fourth200 free, qualified for the trials with a place finish in the 100 and 200 free will be
time of 1: '¥l.9, meeting the requirement good enough for making an Olympic
of 1:38.8. Wooley will compete in the 200 relay eam, but not the event itself

Steele said that while VonJouanne has
the best shot at making the team "if he
drops a se(.'Ond or a second and a half,"
he's not counting out Hahn and Wooley,
although he admits they arelongshots.
"Every year unexpected people make
it," Steele said. "There's aiways a
longshot nobody has heard about who
goes wild and makes the team. They've
(Hahn and Wooley) trained ~ard. We'll
have to see what they can do.
Women's swimming coach Tim Hill
will send nine squad members to the
trials along with Dave Sims, another
member of the Saluki Swim Ciul . Hill
Sl'id Sims has the best shot of ~ualifyin~.

He will swim the 200-, 400- and 1,500meter frees. Hill said a top eight finish
by the women is a goal they are shooting
for.
Heading the list of women will .~
Amanda Martin ami Jan!{' Coon':z.
Martin will compete in the lo(; 3~d 200
breast and Coontz in the 400 and 800 free.
Hill said Coont7. has the best chance of
placing in the top two while Martin could
alS() boo. a strong finisher.
Others trying for spots are Stacy
Westfall, Pam Ratcliffe, Martha Jahn,
Wendy Irick, Roxanne Carlton, Iris
VonJouanne and Lori Rea.

Sll.orts

'Daily 'Egyptian

Swim camp
attracts many

Sayre final
Salnki track
hope at L.A.

By David Wilhelm

By Mike Frey
Staff Writer
Former
SIU-C
decathlete John Savre was
one of 55 athletes who
began their bids for a spot
on the United States
Olympic team at the V.S.
Track and Field trials in
Los Angeles Thursday.
Sayre is the only Saluki
athlete who still has a
ch:mCf! to qualify for the
U.S. Olympic squad. SIU-C
sprinter Michael Franks
was eliminated from
contention
in
the
semifinals of the 400-meter
dash corr.petition on
Tuesday.
Sayre is recovering from
a back injury suffered
during the Texas relays in
early April. Sayre ca~
tured second in the
decathlon during the
NCAA finals earlier this
month while still battling
the injury, but is expected
to be in top form as he goes
into the Olympic trials.
Events that took place
Thursday were the 1110meter dash, long jump,
shot put, high jump and
400-mete1' dash. Sayre is
ranked eighth among
American athletes in the
decathlon.
Sclyre's strongest events
are the pole vault and the
javelin, which will be held
Friday along with the 110meter hurdles, discus and
1,500-meter run. The tep
three placers in the
decathlon will earn a ~lo)t
on the Olympic team.
Results from Thursday's
events were unavailablt: at
press time.
Another former Saluki
athlete, long jumper
Stephen Wray, qualified
for the Olympic team in
his native country of the
I Bahamas. Wray leaped 7-4
to qualify for the
Bahamian squad.
Elvis Forde, a sprinter
on the l!lei Saluki t"JllD,
will try to make the
Barbados Olympic team
next weekend. The Barbados track trials will be
Ilf'ld at Kentucky State
University in Frankfort,
Ky.
Former SIU-C runners
Edison Wedderburn and
Chris Bunyan failed to
lify for the British
~mpiC team. Wedderburn ran a lifetime best
of 8:27 in the 3,000
steeplechase.
'Page 20,
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Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy
Swlruilling Coach Bob Steele gives a helping hand at camp.

A swimming camp is not just
for those unable to swim. According to SIU-C swimming
coach Bob Steele, there is much
more to it than that.
Steele along with 20 other staff
members, including SIU-C
women's swimming coaen Tim
Hill. have been instrucdng
young SWinUll!!rs bet'F.een me
ages of 7 and 17 for the last three
weeks at the 10th annual Saluki
swim camp at the Recreation
Center.
"One of my responsibilities
(as swimming coach) is to
further the development of
swimmers in Southern lliinois
and the rest of Dlinois," Steele
said. "The thing we want to do is
teach kids techniques and drills
to make them successful."
Another resposibility the
camp has, Steele said, is to
"increase the swimmers'
training capacities abon what
they kne,w how to do. We want to
teach the:n to do more. "
Steele S8id training is very
important in becoming a good
swimmer, but complete
swimmer analj'Sis is eql\ally
important. The camp uses a
number of methods in an effort
to improve each swimmer, "De
being video-taping the f )ur
basic strokes: back, breast, fly
and free.
"The swimmers are videotaped above and below water,"

Steele said. "The kids can actua!ly see what they're doing
wrong."
Steele ~id the SIU-C camp is
one of the best in the country, if
not the best.
"Nobody in the country has a
camp like we have," Steele said.
"Kids are analyzed, video-taped
and analyzed again. We also
have skill drills to help their
strokes and all phases of their
tulllS. It's the most complete
swimming camp.
"We try to teach them as
much as we can," he said. "The
kids are overwhelmed with
what they're learning."
Steele and he and his staff
have seen nearly 200 swimmers
come to the three or.e-week
camps. Surprisingly, Steele said
there are very few from
Southern Dlinois. Most come
from the Springfield and the
Chicago area, but Steele said
they've ~ome from many
places, including Texas,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
Steele said it is important to
keep the swimmers from getting burnt out after too many
hours in the pool. Therefore, the

~~~er:t~~~r::~~!~:'

tivities, such as frisbee golf,
miniature goH and canoeing.
According to Steele, it's all part
of the program.
All the swimmers, naturally,
have weaknesses. Most of the
younger swimmers have
strength problems.-

Baseball campers either love it or hate it
School, iocated in the heart of
Missouri's Ozarks. I had seen an
advertisment for the camp in
the The Sporting News during
the spring and had reste1'ed my
father all summer t) let me go.
Finally, realizin~ my persistence, be agreed to let me go.
The reason I chose Show-me
was because of their slick
brochure and the numl:er of
former big-league stars they
said would be coaching there.
Aftel' weeks of anticipation, I
am' .. ' in camp with glove and
bat in .Jtind. Shortly thereafter,
I came to the realization that not
all the kids were as fanatical
~bout baseball as I was. Many
were downright apathetic.
In particular, I remember one
rich 'kid who seemed to spend
more time at the camp's
souvenir shop than he did on the
field. Every morning after
breakfast, be w3ttId come back
to the dorm with a new bat and
every night he would return
from the field with the bat
THE CAMP was called Bob broken. By the end of the camp,
Brasher's Show-Me Baaeball be bad enough kindling to build

SOME AVVlCE to SIU-C
students who one day may
become parents: Don't send
little Jimmy to a baseball camp
if he doesn't have a genuine love
and appreciation for the game.
Believe me. I've been a player
and coach at two baseball
camps and they VEl no place for
a youngster unless· he eats,
sleeps and breathes baseball.
Baseball camps are intended
to teach kidz iundamentals and
techniques. Love for the game,
however, cannot be taught. It
bas to be acquired.
Last week, I walked to Abe
Martin Field and watched some
of the boys at SIU.c's baseball
camp, which is headed by Coacb
Itcby Jones. The scrawny
youngsters were beaving
baseballs .cross the diamond
like they were band grenades,
straining on every throw. The
sight of that caused me to look
back to wben I was a scrawny
baseball camper.

i~

a bonfire.

with Tony Kubek on the road.
Heck, I hate to listen to Kubek
talk for more than 10 minutes on
the Game of the Week, much
less have to roon. with him.
It wasn't just the ungrateful
kids and coaches that bothered
me. It was the way the camp
was operated. It seemed every
drill and game was run by the
clock. The camp was too
regimented and somehow the
baseball didn't seem quite as
fun.
Six years later, 1 returned to
the camp scene as a coach at
SIU.c's camp. While the faces
had changed, the kids' attitudes
toward the game hadn't. Only
baH the kids truly loved the
game. The other haH hated it.
Being an experienced camper,
it wasn't difflcult fer me to spot
the kids who dislikro '.he game.
They were the kids who moped
around the field all day. But as
soon as they got back to the
dorm, they sprinted to the
recreation room to piay Space
Invaders.

AS FAR as all the former bigleaguers coaching at the camp,
ooly one coached full time. The
rest made cameo appearances,
then left in their limousines. The
only former big-leaguer wbo
spent time with us was former
New York Yankee's infielder
Jerry L!.IIIlpe. Lumpe nevo~
impart"4 any big-Ieag:.ae
wisdom on us. He mostly talked
about how great it was to room See CAMPERS, Pa• •1

